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He Was Largely Instrumental In Together With Roberts He Republican Minority of Judiciary Accuses Chief Executive
Settling San Juan Water
Stands Up For This Territory
Committee Makes Its ReTrifling With United
Troublesand Its People.
States Senate.
port Today.

.

Washington, May 22. A prompt and
inquiry into new charges
against Senator Lorimer of Illinois,
growing oiit of the investigation by
the Illinois state legislature was assured today when the regular Republicans defcided to present in the senate
late today a resolution calling for the
conduct'of such an inquiry under the
direction' of the senate committee on
privileges and elections.
'The Demdcratic senators will support the resolution which will be a
substitute for the LaFollette resolution naming a new committee of 'senators to make the Inquiry.
The Democrats held a caucus this
morning .and decided In favor of a
resolution directing the inquiry by the
regular senate committee. Senator
LaFollette had given notice last week
that he would call up his resolution
chairman
Senator Dillingham,
the committee on privileges, and eleo
tlina will intirtrliirA tin roanlntinfl
agreed on today. It is probable thjn
the committee on elections will be
directed today to conduct the investigation through a
Demand Lorimer
Washington, May 22. Immediate Investigation by the committee;' on privileges and elections of the renewed
charges that Senator Lorimer of Illinois, is not entitled to his seat, will
be demanded by Democratic senators
when Senator LaFollette calls up his
resolution of inquiry later in the day.
This decision was made this morning
at a meeting of the senate Democratic
steering committee. The senate does
not meet until 2. p. m.
Minority on Senatorial Election.
The minority of the senate Judiciary
committee today made its report on
the proposed constitutional amendment for the direct election of sena-tdrIt is signed by C. D. Clark,
chairman, Knute Nelson, William P.
Dillingham, George Sutherland, Frank
B. Brabdegee ' and Elihu Root, and
takes a pronounced stand against the
amendment as being' ' subversive of
American institutions. The main objection, is that the proposed amendment to the constitution would take
supervision of the election of senators
out of the hands of congress and thus
cause corruption and abuses in senatorial elections. The minority declares
such an amendment unnecessary to
secure the direct election of senators
by the people. It says:
"The senate of the United States
and the house of representatives constitute one of the three great departments of the federal government, upon whose existence and efficiency the
very life of the nation depends. To
say that one branch of this department shall be in the absolutely uncontrolled power of the various state governments is to deny the supremacy of
the federal government and to that
extent make it subordinate to the government of the several states. No
matter what laws the state governments may pass regulating the time
and manner of the election of senators, no matter how profound the effect upon the efficiency of the senate
such laws may be, the federal government, if this resolution shall be finally adopted, will be utterly powerless
to protect itself. It would seem that
the mere statement of such a contingency; however remote its happening
may appear to be, should be sufficient
to prevent its adoption. No harm can
possibly result from a continuation of
the supervisory power In the hands of
congress, "while infinite harm might
'
follow' Its destruction." ; ' '
.
La Foiiette Will Fight. JK
'
Washington D. C, May 22. The
Dillingham resolution places the Senate Inquiry under the direction of the
committee on.' privileges and , elections; Senator La Follette later called up his resolution, I He counts on
a number of progressives to support
this as against the Dillingham substitute.
.,,
..;"
Dillingham Introduces Lorimer Resoof

interests agree to meet and matter.
plan a consolidation of their ditch Presbyterian General
Assembly is
projects, and not to protect the OrchHearing Reports.
Thur-ingeard water filing made by C. W.
Louisville, Ky., May 22.The fourth
day's session of the general assembly
The Orchard Irrigation district asks of the Presbyterian church in the
for 56 feet of water in addition to the United States began today with the
Thuringer filing.
hearing of committee reports. The
Work on these different projects is rest of the session will be devoted to
to start without unnecessary delay. ',. disposing of the recommendations of
"
Of this settlement the Aztec Index the various committees.
says:
"Hats off to Territorial Engineer 0'HARE AND VICTOR
Miller. He has been largely instru
;
CLORE ARE DISCHARGED.
mental in settling the water difficul
ties of San Juan county by the meet- Suspected of Having Robbed Souting of water appropriators which he
hern Pacific Overland Limited
'
held at Santa Fe early this month.
near Ogden, Utah.
.
Representatives of the Aztec Irrigation Co., Burke & Furman, Turley (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
& Hollister and the Orchard IrrigaOgden, Utah, May ; 22. Committing
tion district met in the office of the Magistrate
orMurphy this
territorial engineer, who in substance dered O'Hare and Victor morning
CIore who
said: 'San Juan county, has ample have been, held in the
county jail on
water for the reclamation of several the charge of
the Southern
times the area now in cultivation but Pacific overlandrobbing
limited train on Janirrigation construction work has been uary 2 last, discharged,7 there
being
held up by rival claims to water and no
sufficient cause to believe the men
some compromise must be reached by
of the offense.
these claimants that will do justice to guilty
Had Been Arrested at Detroit.
all and at the same time guarantee
Ogden, Utah, May 22. O'Hare and
the speedy construction of much deClore were arrested near - Detroit,
sired irrigation works.'"
Michigan, some weeks ago. In the'
Where the Elks Go.
hold-uof the train last January, WilGame and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable has returned from his trip to liam "M. Davis, a porter, was killed
Las Vegas, Raton and elsewhere to and another porter, A. N. Taylor, was
dispose of the elks brought to the fatally wounded.
territory for propagation. Mr. Gable
lution.
said today that three cows and a bull WICKERSHAM WluL PROBE
Washington, D. C, May 22. A resoINSURANCE TRUST.
had been unloaded at Raton and
lution calling for a prompt and sweepplaced at the head of the Red river
inquiry into new charges against
at Potato canon where they were 8ixty Casualty Companies Combine to ing
Senator Lorimer of Illinois' based on
Raise
15
From
Rates
140
to
two
or
three
in
the
days
kept
pasture
the demand of the Illinois state senPer Cent.
of W. H. Smith and then released in
ate that the case be
was
the mountains. With these elks was
a calf born at Steamboat Springs. One (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) introduced in the senate today by
Chicago, 111., May 22. Sixty or more Senator Dillingham, chairman of the
calf born en route was lost and not
of the Casualty Insurance Companies committee on privileges and elections.
four
stated in a paper.
Under the rules the resolution lies ovAnother bunch of elks was sent to of the United States and similar for-- ,
er
for one day. The Dillingham resoconcerns
CJmarron and will be let loose on the eign
doing business in this
uurraca rancn ownea ny ueorge H. country haveVcombined to raise rates lution, which is in the nature. of a
substitute for the LaFollette resoluWebster, Jr. The third bunch was according to a news article in the tion
sent to a point above Hot Springs in Tribune today. As a result employers new naming ato special eommittee of
senators
take up the Inquiry,
Galllnas canon and will be held in a desiring liability insurants must pay
will be adopted by tb5
unquestionably
Increases
corral by Max Nordhaus until they
varying from 15 to 140 per i senate.
are sufficiently rested. Then they cent The attorney general has, it is
Supervision the Point..
will be released and allowed to drift said, Instituted an inquiry into this alD. C, May
'
22. No
Washington,
toward the Porvenlr fishing resort.
leged trust.
, ,,
popular demand exists for a change In
All of the animals are said to be
the constitution so as to deprive conmagnificent specimens of elks and THIRD MAN KILLED
gress of the right to supervise the
will doubtless become the progenitors
ON BELEN CUT-OFelection of United States senators, so
of several large nerds which will
An unidentified stranger, "aged 60 asserted a minority of the members
populate New Mexico game preserves
of the senate committee on the Judiin years to come.
years, was cut In two by a west bound
ciary in a report filed today. The
Mr. Gable said today that the trip freight train near Melrose,' was signed by Senators Clark of
Curry
county, being the third victim on the
(Continued on Page eight.)
f
within the past week.
Continued From Page Eight
r.
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against the farmer. '
con"President ..Taft is evading the
stitution of the United States," he as-

I

"
serted.
"WKen he tries to force the Senate
tcyaccept this agreement as it was
wfesented he is trifling with the Sen-aie ol uie tjuutju otntts.
After A. J. Knollin, a
Wyoming
sheep raiser, had appeared in opposition to the bill, the committee adjourned until tomorrow morning, when John
American
Norris, representing the
association
Publishers
Newspaper
will be heard.

8TOCK MARKET OPENED
STRONG THIS MORNING.
Demand Was Active for 6anta Fe,
Hill and Reading Stocks.
Prices Held Firm.

Har-rima-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, May 22. Transactions in
stocks this morning were on the same
large scale as last week and the market displayed decided strength. Reading was the feature of the market.
One block of 5,000 shares changed
hands at 161
within
of its best
figure of the year. All of the Harri-maand Hill stocks and Atchison
were in large demand Toward noon
activity decreased but prices held
firm.' Bonds were firm.
The Grain Market.
Chicago, May 22. Vigorous bidding
for May wheat ran up the price of that
option today. However, the bountiful
supply of moisture during the last two
days all the way from Kansas and Nebraska east, resulted in sending new
crop delivery downward.
July startto 87
ed at 87
a decline of
to 38l-- and sagged to 87
Corn eased off. on limited demand.
to
cent lower at
July opened
515-to 513-- and kept within that
range.
Wet weather weakened oats. July
cents
cent to
started
to 33
down to 33
but steadied
8

n

8

2

8

1-- 8

8

4

4

2

4

8

4

at

33

were fairly steady. First
sales were 5 cents off to cents up
with July pork at 14.30. Lard 8.00
Provisions

to 8.05;

8.021-- 2

and ribs

7.721-- 2

to

7.75.

The close was firm with July
net lower.
Corn closing prices were firm at a
net gain of a shade.
Bethlehem Steel Takes Drop.
New York, May 22. The market
closed steady.
Prices receded to a
lower level in the last hour and the
earlier advances were either cancelled
or largely reduced. Effective measures against American cotton oil sent
it nearly two points below last week's
closing and here was also a decline
of 21-- 2 in Bethlehem steel preferred.
Prices hardened a trifle toward the
2

'
end.
cotton
closed
Spot
quiet. Middling
uplands 16.10; Middling Gulf 16.23;
Sales 1,400 bales.
.

GALLUP SALOONKEEPERS
ARE LET OFF EASY.
Eighteen saloon owners, and poolroom proprietors at Gallup pleaded
guilty In district court before Judge
Ira A. Abbott of violating the Sunday
law. Being their first offense, they
were let off with a fine 'of $15 and
costs, and District Attorney Bushman,
reduced the costs by waiving the fees
allowed him by law.
"

i

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican!
Juarez, Mex., May 22 Tranquility
of an officially declared variety reigns
in northern Mexico today for the first
time in six months. Messages and
couriers are being sent today to re
mote parts of the country announcing
that last night a peace- agreement definitely ended the hostilities between

the revolutionists and

the

federal

government.
Undisguised Joy beamed in the face
of Carbajal, the federal peace envoy,
today, as he prepared to depart for
Mexico City, his mission here being
accomplished after nearly four weeks
of parleys. Francisco I. Madero, Jr.,
triumphant leader of the revolt sat
in his house in the outskirts of the
town, content and happy, receiving
scores of congratulatory telegrams on
the movement he initithe success-oated. He will now await the resignation of President Diaz, starting for
Mexico City within a week, when it is
expected to become an established
fact.
Though the peace agreement provides for the gradual disposing of the
troops, it is not believed any counter
revolts or disturbances will occur. The
object of the gradual disbanding oi
the insurrectos, it is explained, is to
maintain for a short time a good fighting force by which to keep order
among the small scattered bands who
might feel inclined to disregard the
peace agreement.
Rebels May Fight Rebels.
Trouble is anticipated with the rebels in Lower California, though the
insurrectos there have never been allied with the Madero movement, the
rebel chiefs here will send envoys
or messages to Lower California urging the acceptance of the conditions
agreed upon here.
Should they refuse, an armed expedition, which probably will be led by
Pascual Orozco, will be sent to subdue
them.
This Sounds Fishy.
Eagle Pass, Texas, May 22. In a
desperate fight between Mexican insurrectos and Chinamen at Torreon,
225 Chinamen were killed.
This information was received here
today by Sam Wah, owner of the International Hotel at Ciudad Porfirio
Diaz, across the river from here.
Details of the reported slaughter
have not reached here except that of
the number of Chinamen killed were
50 of Wah's ranchmen.
Wah has telegraphed the Chinese
minister at Washington asking for
protection.
Chinese Minister Protests.
Washington, D. C, May 22. The
Chinese charge D'Affairs at Mexico
City has been instructed by the Chinese minister at Washington who is
also accredited to the Mexican government to make strong representations
to Mexico in regard to the reported
outrages against Chinese by revolu
tionists at Torreon. Jhe minister haa
received
advices,
substantially
the same as the press dispatches, in
regard to the reported murder of Dr.
Lira, a Chinese Banker at Torreon.
and the killing of other Chinese there.
Rebels Take Tehuantepec.
Salina Cruz, Mex., ,. May 22. The
river port of Tehuantepec has risen
in popular revolt.
The jefe politico
arrived at Salina Cruz today oh foot.
The other government officials escaped. There was much shooting before the revolutionaries succeeded in
getting control of the city but the
casualties were few, if any.i The officers and soldiers here are on the
lookout for trouble.
Senora Reyes Very III,
Paris, May 22 Senora Reyes, wife
of General Bernardo Reyes, the Mexican
of War, is seriously
11) of inflammation
of the liver at her
home in Nieuilly Sur Seine, a suburb
of Paris. Cablegrams have been sent
to General Reyes, whose Journey to
tire Mexican capital was interrupted
in Havana pending developments in
the Mexican revolutionary situation.
Exchanging Compliments.
Juarez, Mex., May 22. Senor
this afternoon received a telegram from Minister de la Barra at
Mexico City, indicating that harmony
will prevail in the establishment of
the new government.
Minister de la Barra in his telegram
said : "I thank you for your congratulations. I sincerely hope that with
the help of all good sons of Mexico,
now united in the same sentiment of
f
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Tehuantepec Horrible Accident Marks Be- Motorists From Meadow City
and Government Officials
Promise to Come Over
ginning of Race From Paris
Flee to Salinato Madrid.
For Event.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, May 22 Senator
Nelson of Minnesota, attacked President Taft today efore the Senate finance committee for seeking to prevent the Senate from amending the
Canadian reciprocity bill.
He declared that the constitution
made the Senate part of the treaty
making power of the country and offered several amendments to the
measure.
amendments
Nelson's
Senator
existwould reduce about
ing tariff rateB on most farm products.
To put farm products on the free list,
ho decalred, was legislating directly

sweeping

MASSACRED

of Insurrectos Take

-

Governor Mills has appointed Bert (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexioan)
Harwood of Stonehaven, Union counWashington, D. C, May 22. A de... fense of the New Mexico constitution
ty, a notary public.
For the Treasury.
as ratified, was made by Delegate AnTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero drews of that territory.
has received the sum of $48.89 from
Mr. Andrews said that the people of
Solomon Luna, treasurer of Valencia New Mexico have
approved their confrom
$150
Territorial
Engin- stitution by a majority of 18,000 and
county,
eer Charles D. Miller, from stream that he was
convinced it would be a
gauging; and $3.75 from Game and simple mater to amend it in the future.
Pish Warden Thomas P. Gable.
Friends of New Mexico.
Santa Fe Man on Commission.
Washington, May 22. The house of
G. D. D. Kirkpatrick of Santa Fe,
deresumed
U. S. Examiner of Surveys, is chief representatives today
on the resolution providing statebate
Mexico hood for Arizona
engineer of the Texas-Neand New Mexico.
Boundary commission that is at pres Representative Roberts of Nevada,
ent surveying the New Mexico-Texa- s
contended that as a majority of the
Former U. S. Senator people of. both territories
boundary.
had approvFrank M. Cockrell of Missouri, Is the ed the new constitutions
they should
head of the commission.
not be compelled to vote again.
.
Prisoner Escapes.
of IndiRepresentative
Crumpacker
Catarino Ramirez,
sentenced in ana,
approved the New Mexico consti1908 for 20 years in the penitentiary
tution but denounced the judiciary refor murder" in the second degree, and call
plan by Arizona.
who hails from Otero county, took
Andrews Congratulated.
French leave, "over the wall is out" at
to the New Mexican.
Special
the pen one night last week. He is
Washington, D. C, May 22. Dele26 years of age and was a native of
Old Mexico.. He worked in the lime gate Andrews made a thirty minute
the
kiln and was a trusty. A reward of speech, in which he explained
election of delegates to the constitu$50 is offered for his capture. A detional convention, the drafting of the
scription of the prisoner has not yet
constitution, its ratification by the
been given out here.
people by,' 18,000 majority, assisting
New Company.
Articles of incorporation were filed that every requirement of the enabling
in the territorial secretary's office by act had been complied with. He imthe Maynard Child Company which plored the house for immediate adhas its office at Mesilla, Dona Ana mission to the sisterhood of 'states.
Andrews received frequent
coutny, and names A. B. Maynard as Delegate
its statutory agent. The company applause and congratulations from
will do a regular real estate business both sides of the house.
and its stockholders are A. B, May
nard of Mesilla, 10 shares; A. Child PRESBYTERIANS PROTEST ;.
AGAINST MORMON SERVICE.
of El Paso, 5 shares, and C, C. Royall
of Silver City, 5 shares;-';- ; The com
Do Not Want Battleship Utah to Acpany is capitalized at $25,000 with
cept Silver With Brigham
250 shares at $100 each and $2,000 has
Young's Portrait.
been paid in.
Irrigation Matters.
As a result of the efforts of Ter I By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Atlantic City, N. J., May 22. The
ritorial "Engineer C. D. Miller to settle
certain irrigation , difficulties in San Presbyterian General Assembly went
Juan county, and about which an all on record today as being opposed to
day sessionx was held here some time the acceptance by the navy departago with representatives from 'San ment of a silver service for the battleJuan county present. A satisfactory ship Utah, which has engraved on the
agreement seems to have been reach- coffee tray and etching of Brigham
ed.
Young, and a view of the Mormon temThe Aztec Irrigation
Company, ple at Salt Lake City in the back,
which asked 250 second feet oE water ground. A resolution of. protest prediverted from the Eden canal heading sented by Theodore Morris, of New
into New Mexico, was granted this York city was adopted unanimously
change of diversion. The balance of and the stated clerk was ordered to
the old Eden appropriation of 750 sec- send telegrams of protest to Presiond feet was relinquished to the ter- dent Taft and the chairman of the
committee of the the House of Repreritory by the appropriators.
Burke & Furman and the Turley-Hollist- sentatives which is considering
the

CHINAMEN

,

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

meet at the office of the Santa X
Fe Water and Light Company. X patriotism, the definite
of peace will be rapid. I appreCatalogues have been received X
and estimates prepared and the X ciate the value of ypur 'offer
' company: Intends
with me in this great work to
to start out X
with a paid up capital of $5,000. X which I shall dedicate my energy. It
It is the desire to distribute X wi llglve me pleasure to receive Senor
Senor
this stock among a many real- - X Alfredo Robles Dominguez."
dents as possible. It looks like X Dominguez while on his way to Mexico
an Investment that will ! pay X City was designated by Madero to
very, good dividends and at the X represent him temporarily.
The chief subject awaiting the atX same time will give Santa Fe a X
X lift that will help it materially. X tention of both sides now is the perX The meeting will be called to X sonnel of the cabinet and the instal- X
X order at 8 o'clock.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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toco-op-erat-

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Paris, May 22. Phiysicians today
reported as satisfactory the condition
of Antoine E. Monis, the French premier and minister of the interior, who
was seriously injured yesterday when
an aeroplane, piloted by M. Train,
dashed into a group of government officials on the military field at
to witness the start of the
Paris to Madrid race, killing Henri M.
Berteaux, the French minister of war
and injuring two other men.
Vedririe Breaks Record.
Paris, Mex., May 22. Pierre
undismayed by the wreck of his
own machine yesterday just prior to
the disaster in which the French minister of war was killed, against started
in the Paris to Madrid'race early this
Five others withdraw.
morning.
Vedrine at 4:11 o'clock, arose hign
in the air, and disappeared swiftly in
the fog towards Angouleme, the first
stage of the race. Vedrine arrived at
Angouleme at 7:50 o'clock, having covered the 279 miles in three hours and
Ved-rine-

39

,,

minutes.

The judges announced that Vedrine
had broken the record for the long
distance cross country flight.
Army to Mourft 30 Days.
The disaster yesterday at the com-

mencement of an International contest, which promised to be one of he
.principal aviation events of tbe season, has plunged the whole French
nation into grief and the death of Minister of War Berteaux is mourned,
without political distinctions, throughout the republic as a national loss.
Today the body of the minister is lying in state at the ministry of war.
The funeral which is expected to take
place on Friday, will be conducted
with full national honors.
The army will go into mourning lov
30 days.
I

SUNDAY GAME OF
CARDS ENDS IN MURDER,
.
.
.

Mayor Arthur Seligman has return- ed home from Las Vegas where he did
some work boosting Santa Fe's Fourth
jot July historic pageant. "The idea
was well received by Las Vegans with
whom I talked," said the mayor this
morning, "and six or more autoraobil-ist- s
huvc promised to make the run
over here to take part.
"I am particularly anxious to get
various cities of New Mexico to send
visitors to Santa te per auto, for in
this way we will not only get in closer
touch with the peopie of New Mexico,
but we will get better roads. These
motorists will note the defects in
roads and call the attention of the
county commissioners to these defects. In this way improvements are
bound to result.
"While of course, many automobiles
make a city
according to
the modern idea of progress, still the
citizens of Santa Fe should lend me
all the aid in their power to enforce
the automobile ordinances. Santa Fe
i3 an ancient city; its streets are ancient and they are narrow and sometimes crooked. Santa Fe city is no
place for speeding of high power machines. There is plenty of room a
mile out out of town for speeding and
those who must have taat diversion
are welcome to enjoy it out of
town.
The lives bf our children are particularly endangered by this siding
and with the number of automobiles
now in Santa Fe, and the recklessness
with which some of them are driven,
our boys and girls can Scarcely feel
safe riding a bicycle or a horse.
"It the city of Santa Fe finds the
speed ordinance too severe, then let
the city repeal it. As long as it is the
law it must not be violated. My intention is to see that the first offense
receives a reprimand or slight fine; the
second a heavy fine and the third the
repeal of the license. That seems the
only way to handle the problem."

Five Aces Turned Up and Four Men
Blowing Horns.
Are Now in Morgue and Fifth Is
j
Mayor Seligman said that one night
Fleeing From Justice.
j last week he was standing on Palace
avenue and saw a machine driven
Leasi-Wire
(By Special
lolten Mexican) at great, speed coming down the aveKittanning, Pa., May 22. Five aces nue and turned right around the corwere discovered in a deck of cards ner near
A. L. Morrison's house
with which a group of miners were without Judge a horn or
tooting
giving any
playing poker here last night.
warning thus endangering the lives of
According to the rules of the game, all who might be coming .down that
this is not considered at all polite and street. It was
impossible to get the
the usual results followed, immediate- chauffeur's number
just then but an efly. Dick Sendrio, who was suspected fort will be made to
arrest him for- - a
uf manipulating the cards, it is alsimilar occurrence for this turning
leged,- shot and killed his brother,
rapidly seems to have become a mania
Charles, and Andrew and Rocco Leo- with some chauffeurs.
also
pold Braltis, brothers, and
fatally
Other Cities Bad, Too.
wounded Walter Spilesh.
Previously
The mayor said that Santa Fe is not
Dick had been badly beaten by the
other players. He fled after ths the only city that is menaced by the
speeding of reckless chauffeurs, for in
shooting.
another city he saw conditions as bad
if not worse than here. He said to
EIGHT HOUR LAW FOR
several motorists, "There are no
WOMEN IN CALIFORNIA.
ia your town, I see, for they
It Went Into Effect Today and Em- are all fifing machines." They grinned and admitted the truth of the reployers Seek to Make it Obnoxmark.
ious to Public.
Mr. Lewis Is Fined.
Mechanician Lewis, who drives the
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
San Francisco, Calif., May 22. The yellow car,' owned by F. S. Donnell,
eight' hour day for women workers, was fined $10 and costs today by Jusprovided in a bill presented by the tice Alarid for speeding.
Runs Over Dog.
recent legislature after a bitter strugA chauffeur ran over the
pretty
gle, goes into effect in California toblack dog of B. Tonnies, the
well
day.
known
shoemaker, Friday night while
Women employed In laundries, express companies, and telephone and rounding a corner at a good clip. Mr.
telegraph companies and nearly all Tonnies called on . the mayor this
other business except the handling of morning and complained bitterly of
perishable fruit will be given the ad- the reckless speeding of chauffeurs at
vantage of the shorter hours. Sev- night.
eral, employers have declared they intend to enforce the strict letter of NEW HEAD FOR
the law in order to show that it is
REVENUE CUTTER SERVICE.
J

impractical
GRANDFATHER

CLAUSE UPHELD
BY FEDERAL COURT.

Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson of
New York, Takes Oath of Office
' .1
This Afternoon.

Disfranchising Negroes is Not a (By Sptcinl Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Crime Against the United States
Washington,
May 22. 'President
Taft today appointed Captain Ells
Declares Judge.
worth Bertholt, captain commandant
(By Special Leased Wire lo new Mexican) of the revenue cutter service.
Stimsorf Sworn in.
Muskogee. Okla.. May 22. Federal
Washington, D. C, May 22. Henry
Judge Campbell today quashed on de
murrers indictments aeainst a score L. Stimson of New York today was
of state election officials who served sworn in as secretary of war. succeed
at the last election. The officials were ing J. M. Dickinson, resigned.
indicted on a charge of preventing ne
groes from voting under the Grand-fithe- r GREAT BRITAIN LAUNCHES
FIRST NAVAL AIRSHIP.
clause, of the state election
law. Judge Campbell decided
that
the offense alleged was no crime (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Barrow in Furness, England, May
against the United States.
22. Great Britain's first naval airPOLITICAL SITUATION IN
ship, the construction of which has
been surrounded by 'much, secrecy,
PORTUGAL UNSATISFACTORY.
was successfully launched here today.
Apprehension is Felt Over the Deep The ship was christened "The MayThe airship, which is 502 feet
fly."
Current of Discontent Throughin length, Is of tbe rigid type. It is
put the Nation.
especially designed for naval purposes
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) and can be moored on the water.
Madrid, May 22. Advices received
Called Judge a Liar Fred Seldel, a
here through official channels from
Lisbon are that the political situation famous cook, at Chicago, was fined'
in Portugal is unsatisfactory.
Most $100 in court for calling a police offapprehension is felt over the deep cur- icer a liar. The cook thereupon called
rent of discontent throughout the
Judge Stewart a liar and was prompt-l- y
.
given six months in jail.
.
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stray bullet while near Carlsbad last on marrying until she finds her real
week and seriously if not fataly in- soul's affinity?
jured. A horse nearby was killed
Set.)
Established
Suit on Note.
by another stray bullet.
When the white dawn comes
I shall kneel to welcome it;
at
court
In district
Albuquerque
Belonged to Kit Carson.
The dread that darkened on my eyes
Isaac Baracat brought suit against
a
There is at Questa, Taos county,
Lorenzo Zamora, Francisco A. ZamoShall vanish and be gone.
set of pistol holsters that at one time ra," Jose Zamora y Chaves and Antonio
I shall look upon It
belonged to Kit Carson. They are in Luna of Torrance county on a note
As the parched on fountains.
a good state of preservation and made fir $420.
Yet it was the blinding night
to fit over the horn of a saddle.
That taught the joy of dawn.
Pioneer Stockman Dead.
Old Veteran Dead.
When the first bird sings,
R. Irminger, a pioneer resident of
Colonel Dane Woods, one of the last
Lincoln county, died last
Oh, I shall hear rejoicing.
survivors of the "California Column" Capitan,
And all my life shall thrill to it
week, at the age of 73 years. Until
j t ied at Las Cruces
the
at
last week,
a month before his death he was ao
And all my heart draw near,
Uge of 77 years. He was born at St. tive in riding the range. His wife
shall lean to listen
Joseph, Mo., in 1834.
and a daughter survive him.
Lest a note elude me,
Yet it was the silent night
Miner Killed By Fall of Rock.
Giddings as an Orator.
That taught me how to hear.
Jose Barela, an old time miner at
.1. W. Giddings editor of the
Editor
Gallup, McKinley county, was killed
W7hen the sun comes up
News delivered the
Taos
Valley
by a fall of rock in the Union mine, j
I shall lift my arms to it;
a mile soutn ot lialiup, last wgeK. n commencement address at the Raton
The fear of fear shall fall from me
was 58 years of age and unmarried. High 'School last week, and it was a
As shackles from a slave.
good one. Giddings was at one time
I shall run to hail it,
lieutenant governor of Michigan.
Kit Carson Remarries Wife.
Free ana unbewildered,
of
Kit
son
Jr.,
Carson,
Christopher
Yet it was the fearsome night
Boys Earned $7,000.
Carson, at Trinidad, Colorado, last
An tnvostin-atinshows that th8
That taught me to be brave.
Carson
week, remarried Guadalupe
of
the
high school W
Albuquerque
boys
from whom he was divorced four years
are
earned
$7,000 the past year in oddiM
ago.
THE AWAKENING.
(By Thcodosia Garrison In the

The Little Store

'The Best

1856.

Incorporated

v

WE

GIVE

Santa Fe.

REGISTER

WITH

TICKETS

Telephone

ALL

better blouses than

No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES.

J

An OUND THE STATE

1

Guilty of Cow Stealing.

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

FRESH

LOUIS

CAKES

NAPOLEON
191

in;nMrti
cattle.

Two Deaths From German Measles.
Two children died of the German
measles last week at Hillsboro, Sierra
county.

at Insane Asylum.
Mrs. Pedro A. Gomez of Cerro, Taos
county, died at the ayslum for the
insane at Las Vegas.
Died

Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE

1!

ft

Boy's Blouses

Corner Plaza,

ft

j

TRY IT

Southern

190

l

Know In Every Loaf"

I

Smut

I

DENVER BREAD

MAY 22, 1911.

MONDAY,

BLACK

Ortega Convicted of Burglary.
Pedro Ortega was convicted of burglary at El Paso and was sent to the
reform school for two years.

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
and save your
dJ&&&&-w ft your pump
When these en
7 crops.
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying
to the agent.

Suit for Divorce.
Mrs. Mabel LInwille filed suit for
divorce at Albuquerque against Cal- vm T. Linvilie, alleging cruelty.
Death of Harry Butler.
Harry Butler, for 26 years a resi
dent and businessman of Raton, died
after an illness of several weeks.

Bard City News Suspends.
The printing plant of the Bard. City
News, Quay county, has been moved
to Texas, and the editor, Holding, has
the Dai panhandie'
at Amarillo, Texas,

uau.
.v t outside

'--

work

5n

home sewing can produceare made by expert workers under ideal
far.tnrv renditions. are
J
.
.
COirect as tO Style and

""'77

highest

tneir studies.
Followed Horses 700 Miles.

abr

Deputy Sheriff Henry Harrington
has returned to Hillsboro with seven
stolen horses which he recovered 'afLincoln County Saloon War.
T?olf q flnvan hnn?d Ininfe in T.ln. ter trailine them 700 miles to the
Colo- coin county are to be closed bacause mouth of the Zunl In the Little
m
raao
Arizona.
they are located in settlements of
less than 100 inhabitants. The saloon
New Mexico News.
at Nogal is to be the first to .be put
That is the name of a new paper
out of business.
that has been launched1 at Naravisa,
Quay county, and that settlement
Drunk for Four Years.
Mrs. Mary I. Cook in asking for a 'now has three newspapers, ine
from her husband,
George Usher is W. Arthur Jones and the
Cook, a mining man, at Denver, al- - j first number of the paper Is a most
leged that he became drunk a week creditable one.
after his wedding, four years ago, and
Government Reconnoisance.
has not been sober since.
A government reconnoisance party
has started from Hillsboro, Sierra
Marriage License Issued.
A marriage license was Issued at county, with ten men to run a base
EUancia to Charles Sumner Killough line south of Sawyer's Peak In the
and Miss Laura Byron Cagle of Wood Black Range and will estimate the
on
ward, Okla. The couple was taken ' timber on either side of the line
to Mountainair in an automobile tne Gila forest.
where they will locate.

fit-and-

Oust.
for
Warner's CorAgents
sets. Prices $1.00 to $5.00.
We carry all the newest
styles.
new In Boya
Something
and Shirts from
Blouses
i

500

guaranteed,

-are

'

iSt'eed

P. O. Box 219

to wear.

X

Phone No. 36

I

'

Killed by Canned Corn.
Frank A. Purinton, aged 13 years,
Took a Drink.
Eighty-fou- r
trainmen on the Santa died at Denver last week of ptomaine
Million Gallons of Beer a Day.
Fe working out of Winslow, Arizona, poisoning caused by eating canned
During the hot spell of five days were reported last week by a spotter j corn.
last week a million gallons of beer for going into saloons and will esa day were consumed at Chicago.
Contiued on Page Six.
cape with demerit marks, this time,
since it is their first offense.
Caught Bear With Decayed Apple.
$100 Reward $100.
Lite Jennings, at Parsons, Lincoln Smallpox in
Town. I The readers of this paper will be
Two cases of smallpox are reported pleased to learn that there Is at least
county, caught a 150 pound bear cub
FRANK
GORMLEY,
in a trap baited with a decayed
near Waynesboro, Pennsylvania, in a one dreaded disease that
science
settlement that recently hanged in has been able to cure in all its
Phone Black 6619
Santa Fe, N. M.
effigy an official who sought to en--, stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's
Followed Husband to Grave.
force the compulsory vaccination law. Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
Galdied
at
Mrs. Stephen Stephan
Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
lup last week, four months after her Charges Against Assessor and Sheriff. reauires a constitutional treatment.
husband.
A five days' old child surThe grand jury at Gallup investigat-- : Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internal
vives.
ed charges against the sheriff and iv actine directly unon the blood and
gave him a clearance, but foutfd that mucous surfaces of the system, there-th- e
Another Victim of Booze.
assessor had not properly assess-- , bv destrovine the foundation of the
Frank Kline, a well known resident ed the licenses against saloons run d1sagfi
the natient
and
of Raton, dropped dead from heart by coal companies.
strength by building up the constitufailure superinduced by acute alcoholtion and assisting nature in doing
ism.
Run Over By Freight Train.
The proprietors have so
its work.
,1
Jt
,1
FOOD.
J
INTERNATIONAL
STOCK
J
For
Sole Agents
jMiwaiu s. rmi.es, agea is, is me
ita PrRtve. t,nwrs
.b faith
Salazar Appointed School Director. second railroader to have been fatally that
WllI11,-e- ll
Dollar
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
x
ALFALFA SEED.
t; - ..
i
i
i .
i
j
j
ween,
me
been
at rsecKer oil
ap uijureu iasi
Receiver E. H. Salazar has
case
that
fails to cure.
far
it
any
cut-ofBelen
He died at the Santa Send
pointed school director at Fort Sum
for list of testimonials. Address
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
ner, Guadalupe county, vice Isaac San Fe hospital at Albuquerque.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
doval, resigned.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Married at Springer.
Take Hall's Family Pills for conAt
Mr.
F.
the home of
Died of Typhoid.
and Mrs. C.
S.
stipation.
the seven year old son of Hortenstein at Springer, Colfax coun
Phone Black Mr.Carlos,
Phone Black
and Mrs. Pelagio Casaus, died at ty, Miss Carolyn L. Flenniken of Los!
county, last Angeles, and Harrison M. Kemper of;
Guadalupe
Guadalupe,
H. KERR
Kansas City, were married by Rev.
week of typhoid fever.
G. E. McCargar of the
Methodist!
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
church.
New Deputy District Clerk.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
W. W. Dean of Carlsbad has been
jyour laundry on Mondays and Tues- Wasn't Sufficiently Affectionate.
appointed deputy district clerk for
days and deliver on Thursdays and
Mrs.
Biddy county by Clerk Roberts, vice
Fridays
has asked for a All work Is guaranteed; your socks
Guy Benson, resigned.
divorce at Logansport, Indiana, from are mended and buttons sewed en
ner sixth husband, J. E. Jones, be- - Vbur shirts without xtra rhar
Dedicated Three Parks.
Raton on Saturday dedicated three cause he is, not sufficiently affection- PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
city parks and a Santa Fe trail mark- ate. The petitioner says she will keep
er. Among those on the program was
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
Hen. T. B. Catron of Santa Fe.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Eighty-fou- r

i

F.

j

&

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY.
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICES ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAUSE WE DESERVE IT.

i

;

Flour Hav. Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

T7"

grain

45

Phone

LUMBER

&

of building material

Romero
COAL YARD
mine run coal

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

TH0VUS P. DELGAD0, Mgr.

Winslow-Brown-Jone-

Homesteaders Ousted.
According to the Clovis Journal
fifty per cent of the homesteaders in
Curry county have been reported by
inspectors and will be unable to
.

prove up.

RIDE IN THE MOON

$1,500
We repair and 'care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

MONTEZUMA

Near A. T.

Ask Yourselves

Cayetano Nunes was struck by

MARCH

look's Pharmacy
Phone 213

a

- WINDS

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

AVENUE
8. F. Depot.

Telephone 85

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRandes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesoque at a Bargain.

CAD CA1C

TU1

JfAlX

Modern Residences for Rent.

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Stajjo
Buggies, Surries. Saddle

CALL

'Phone 9

UP

ksftSn
I2ab fed us.
tota iiyay

CHA5. CLOSSON

TAILOR.

Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues

103

F M. JONES.

Julius Muralter

No. 23

Steam Coal.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

CH AS. GANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 Cents
Short Order at all Hours

Phone Red

A

Telephone 85

La Salle Reslaurtan

Phoive Red No. 23

Lump

CERRILLOS

Smithitg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling .

Poll Tax Must Be Paid.
The board of education has instruct
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
ed its poll tax collector to collect the French Noodle Order 20c. a diBh
poll tax forthwith from every citizen
New York Chop Suey 50c. who does
and to bring suit against every one
your Cleaning and Pressing,
who fails to pay.
and those who are best satisfied with
j their
orders in that line will surely
Dance Winds Up In Drunken Brawl.
to us. We have hum up a
refer
you
A dance at Chloride, Sierra county,
work
reputation for doing high-clas- s
last week wound up in a drunken
in a short time and at a very moderate
brawl in which Pablo Samora, Juan
Abolis and the latter's son, mixed
We are pleased to receive
charge.
things and were hurt.
For Best Laundry Work family trade, and assure you beforehand of complete satisfaction.
Many Liquor Dealers Indicted.
The grand jury at Gallup returned Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
101 Washington Ave
34 true bills last week, of which 18
Returns Thursday and Friday.
are against liquor dealers and pool
hall proprietors for violating the Sun- AGENCY AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
day law. ,
MRS. F. O. BROWN, AGENT

Stray Shots.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Anthracite Coal al) Sizes,

Imperial Laundry

30 H. P.

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL

Screened

s,

PAZO OINTMENT la guaranteed to core
Fred Lohman is Dead.
any case of Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Prj
in Sto 14 dais or money reFred Lohman, a well Ttncwn resident trading Piles
soe.
of Las Cruces, died last week. He funded,
came to Las Cruces 30 years ago and
was bdrn at St. Louis on New Year's
day, 1857.OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.

Phone 14

If Its Hardware We Have It.

14.

oal

W.

j

EuGENio

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Santa

LEO HERSCH

45

n.

tw

-,

i

1

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds. Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kicds of weather.

look's Pharmacy
Phone 2 13
r

-

'y

t,

S

-
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WOOD' YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

'WAPPY RESULTS.
No wonder scores or rsanta Fe citi
zens grow enthusiastic. It is enough
to make anyone happy to find relief
after years of suffering. Public state-

this year than heretofore but what It the graduates both for the t'nited ed by their president, Hiram M. Dow
lacks in quantity is made up in quail- -' States army and for the Philippine reviewed the battalion of cadets on
ty. Exercises of commencement will constabulary. It seems to be a recog-b- the parade ground. At 8 o'clock the
even better on account of the
fact with corporations as well alumni will hold a rece' (ion in Lea
decorattninished corps as it gives more time as with the government that young hall which will be espee-jll- y
'men trained in military schools of the ed and prepared for the 4?casion. Aftfor individual training.
The graduating class this year is firs' rank are bner prepared to man-th- er the alumni reception, the oratoriclargest that has ever been award-- ; ee men and to occupy positions that al contest will take place in the audiand push than torium.
ed diplomas at the school. There are require
The program for the Morton .Ora
eighteen young men in this class. ,hose coming from any other class of
torical contest tonight is as follows:
Practically all of them are over twen- - schools.
ty years of age. Although this is the; Possibly eight members of this March and Two Step Yankee Grit
Abe Holymann
thirteenth annual commencement, theear's class will enter universities,
others entering the military
Cadet Orchestra.
class of 1911 ranks as the ninth grad-;,h- e
class to receive diplomas fromlce and accepting business positions, Solo
A Jolly Good Song
Baccalaureate Services.
the Institute.
V. S. Barlow
i
Captain
.
The baccalaureate services were
,
.,....., j
i
Tll.
'"y,or Norton
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock in!
the class of 1902 which was compos- held
B
"
auditorium.
The nrnernm of the A
""S mi-- oi mi
ed of three men, namely George W. the
West" ,
'
Cadet A. G. Deacon
is as follows:
services
Read, Jr., Earl Patterson and lxyd Angels Serenade
G. Braga "The Power of the Pa ss"
j
T. Buel. Read is now a captain in
Cadet J. J. MeCollister
Cadet Orchestra.
the Philippine constabulary, Patterson
Waltz I d Rather Float Through' .a
is a civil engineer in the employ of Doxology
j
Dreamy Old Waltz With You, You,
the government and Unci, a distiu- Invocation,
You
Chep Camp
'
or
inee
lis
.l
Cadet Orchestra.
guished graduate of the Massachu-- ! Hymn Solo country
j
Vocal
"The
Judgment Day"
setts Institute of Technology, is super-- !
'idealism; Supreme Attribute of Life"
Colonel Y. S. Barlow.
j
intenriin? ronner mines in Arizona. It'
Cadet M. A. Otero, Jr.
is to be hoped that in nine years from Prayer
i"The Present Talk of Knvironment"
the present date, or in 1020, the eigh- Hymn "Xearer, My God to Thee"..
Cadet Ray A. Muray.
G. C. Flint ISong
teen men who are graduating in 1911
Mary ot Argyle
Cadet Chorus.
can be pointed to with as much pride
Double Quartette
as the school takes in referring to Address "Present Day Opportunities Judges Hon. John T. McClure, Rev.
for Usefulness"
those who composed the first graduatE. N". Bullock, Hon. J. M. Hervey.
Rev. Austin B. Crile
ing class. Counting the graduates

EIGHTEEN MEN

'

e

e

Commencement Exercises at

arrival at
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St,
arrive at Stant Fe, N. M., says: "Two and a
half years ago I gave a statement for
any otter publication in regard to my experiand good ence witlb. Doan's Kidney Pills. Today I am stronger In my praise of
TUlngr 4eao. to Aa.lc Fa. this remedy than tver. I suffered
ireatly from disordered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at
Trip
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I .rarely knew what It was
to be free from an ache or pain of
We Have Built Up
some kind. Soon after I began using
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
aches disappeared and ny back became strong."
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

New Mexico Military
stitute at Roswell

In-

j

J

serv-uatin- g !

ALUMNI

Sti7

MEETS

ASSOCIATION

--

Tonight Annual Oratorical Con
test Will Be Held in the
Auditorium-

-

j

!

Commence
Roswell, X. M., May
ment started at the Institute today at
8:30 when the band sounded the adjutant's call at guard mount. The
band was In especially
good condition and the cadets looked trim and
Buffalo, neat in their newly pressed uniforms
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
New York, sole agents for the United and shining brass.
States.
Immediately after guard mount, fol
lowed battalion inspection when the
TO AND FROM ROSVVELL.
regular weekly inspection was gone
Connections made with Automobile
dally.
line at Vaughn for Roswelt,
Automobile leaves Vaughn tor Ros-weat 8:30 a. m. nd arrives at
-at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
a-w
WE HANDLE LUMBER
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
in largo quantities and have every fare between Santa F and Torrance
modern
facility for furnishing the Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
very beat rough or dressed
Reserve seats on auto
Roswell $10.
Lumber
mobile by wire. J. W. Sockard.
of every description. We arc thus
enabled to make the very beat prices
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
tor Lumber of such high grade.
kind of help to neutralize and
right
We will be pleased to figure on your remove
the poisons that cause bark- contracts.
nervousness, and
ache, headache,
other kidney and bladder ailments.
For sale by all druggists.
22.

I

-- .

n
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1TUBERCULOSIS FIGHTERS WANT
NEW HEALTH COMMITTEE
I

innrri
.'iiii.r

Rob-we- ll

Association Says Congress
Pays Scant Attention to Disease Prevention.

National

mil mm
si

PIAN05 7 PIAN05

Learnard-Lindeman-

Co.

n

Schiller.
Victor

v

Jesse-Frenc-

Milton and the World Famous Cecilian
Interior Player Pianos, and many

other makes.
This firm has purchased over six
car loads of pianos during the past
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

::

The Square Music Dealers
SANTA

FE OFFICE

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico
and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer
more than half way in making
purchase of a piano a simple nd satisfactory business transaction, not on
of doubt and uncertainty.

A

Albuquerque,

N. IK.

Established

-:

1900

WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Mexico.
University of New
N. M.
Albuquerque,

j

GLIMPSE OF LEA

through with. With the trimming up,!
however, that has been given to uni-- '
forms, buildings and grounds incident
to commencement, the exercises pre
and
sented
a more
pleasing
more
attractive appearance than
usual. ' The general appearance of the
grounds, credit for which we must
give largely to nature for the abundance of rain fall which we have had
this spring, is far more beautiful than
ever before. The campus, surrounded
by trees covered with heavy foliage
and the cadets dotting the parade
ground In their uniforms following the
band never grows tiresome. It becomes more interesting to those who
have watched the progress of the New
Mexico Military Institute.
The battalion is somewhat smaller

CO.

N

Summer School, 1911.
Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
Principal subjects offered: General History, English Literature, Physics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics.
Modern Languages.
Special Courses for High School In-

Fees.)
Circular of Information on
to the Registrar of the

applica-tip-
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Though Fellow Subjects of the British Crown They Are Virtually
Kept Out.

ftrr

I

gnaw

lS&F

(,

;

tmm

rTy vLr;;J'

l
(By
IaseJ Wire to Nf-Ixindon, May 22. The peculiar disadvantage at which Hindus who wish
to emigrate to Canada find themselves
is net forth in a petition from tho
Hindu Friends Society of Victoria, B.
and addressed to the imperial conference which will open in this city
next week.
The petitioners point out that tha
Imminion emigration laws make it
more difficult for a British citizen to
emigrate from India to Canada than
it is for a Japanese or Chinese to
become a resident of the Canadian
They quote a
part of the empire.
Canadian
effectiva
since May, 1910, as follows:
"From and after the date hereof,
the landing In Canada shall be and
the same is hereby prohibited of any
immigrants who have come to Canada
otherwise than by continuous journey
from the country of which they are
natives or citizens, and upon through
tickets purchased in that country or
purchased or prepaid in Canada."
It is noted that this
number 920 has been suspended in
the case of aliens and the petitioners
respectfully submit to the Imperial
Conference, why it should not be rescinded on behalf of fellow subjects.
The hardship entailed by this law is
explained by the statement that there
is no direct steamship communication between Indian ports and Canada
and that the Hindus cannot purchase
steamship tickets from India for any
point in Canada as the steamship companies will not take the risk of being
compelled to carry them back in the
event that they are for any reason refused admission to that country. The
petition continues:
"As long as they (Hindus) are British subjects and British territory Is
the land of their citizenship from the
interpretation of the imperial and pa
rental government.
It is needless to
point out that the narrow interpretations of the Dominion government
about the land of citizenship do not
allow them to enter Canada from
Great Britain, Hong Kong, Shanghai
and other parts of the British em
pire. These men can travel unhampered in China, Germany or the Sahara.
"The present Dominion immigration
laws are quite inconsistent with the
imperial policy because they discriminate against the people of India who
are British subjects, as compared with

1

structors.
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
FEE FOR THE COURSE:
Five
Dollars.
(Exclusive of Laboratory

i

i

A protest is registered in a state- ment given out today by the National
j Association
for the Study and PreveMl
11 .
ntion of Tuberculosis against measures
j
concerning public health to be referr-- j
ed to a committee on commerce. At
the same' time, a plea was made for
II!
H IH
a new committee on public health in
the House of Representatives, similar
to the one now existing in the senate.
The National Association in its
statement supports the Committee of
One Hundred on National Health in
its assertion that under the present
division of committees, owing to the
large number of measures before the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, public health matters do
not receive the attention they deserve.
HALL AT NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE.
The statement says that hogs, cows,
and steel rails receive much more at- this year, the Institute will have a to- Hymn "Come Thou Almighty King" tcntion than that most vital of all niat-- j
Charles Wesley.
ters, public health and the prevention
tal of ninety-fou- r
graduates, and looking over this list with the school au- Miserere Frim II Trovatore. .. .Verdi of disease. At the present time, the
anti tuberculosis workers declare, no
Cadet Orchestra
thorities, we find that practically all
committee in the house has any direct
of the young men who have left thel Benediction.
Institute with a diploma under their
Sunday afternoon the battalion ex- - responsibility for health legislation. It
arms are making good. They are even edited the regular Sunday battalion is therefore suggested that a new com
doing better than making good. Some parade, after which an exhibition drill mittee be formed, similar to the one
of them are holding excellent posi-- was given in Butts manual. There in the senate.
tions and receiving much credit for were no exercises at the Institute! The National Association is appeal-thei- r
industry and ability to handle Sunday evening. The cadets however, ing to its 510 affiliated associations in
men.
were nermitted to attend religious all parts of the United States to support the movement lor tne tormatton
The superintendent of the Institute services in Roswen.
a
Todav was alumni day. A business of such a committee in the house.
.
has already received reauests from
number of corporations asking him session of the Alumni Association
Raised Guggenheim's Assessment.
to recommend members of the gradu- was held in the library at 11 a. m. afAssessor Henry J. Arnold of Denver
ating class for positions which bid ter which the members of the alumhi
fair to lead to excellent business op- were invited to eat in the mess hall has raised the assessment of Senator
portunities. The government is also with the cadets. At a o'clock this aft- Guggenheim for personal effects from
making an effort to secure some of ernoon, the Alumni Association, bead- - $15,200 to $200,000.
.),
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Charles W. Dudrow

Chickering Bros.
Bush and Lane.

.

--

5.00

HINDUS PROTEST AGAINST
CANADIAN GOVERNMENT.

e

GHADUATE

ments like the following are but
truthful representations, of the daily
work done in Santa Fe by Doan's
Kidney Pills.

Leaves Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Ten mllea shorter than
way. Good covered back
teams.

FARE
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other British subjects."
According to the petitioners there
are some 6,000 Hindus resident in
Canada, most of them in the provinc&
ot British Columbia, all working stead
ily but as a result of the objaclonable
restriction, "not a single Hindu
whether merchant, student or tourist
coming to Canada during the last two
years has been allowed to remain
there."
It is stated, that while a Japanese
wishing to enter Canada is required
to show only $350 in his possession, a
Hindu must have $2,000. Many Hindus
wish to make Canada their home and
that this may be made possible, the
petitioners in conclusion submit:
"That, with due respect to the Dominion government at Ottawa, that
the disgraceful conditions of these our
fellow citizens may be brought up before the Imperial Conference and the
whole question of Hindu immigration
may be put on a proper basis with
the help and cooperation of Sir Wilfred Laurier and His Majesty's gov
ernment."
-

-

n

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

3

(From the New Mexican of this date
1S91.)

IRA MORGAN

Charles Calrons "kid nine" beat tha
St. Michael college Browns at a game
of ball yesterday, score 13 to 12.
The Sayle Brothers at Lamy failed
to overtake the thieves who got away
with their mules and pony at the
coke ovens the other night. They suspect certain parties and are in the
city to see about it.
Santa Fe will vote on the question
of incorporation on June 2. And still
the great flow of waters in the Rio
Santa Fe continues to go to waste.

Successor to B. P. Williams

i
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have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly '
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a n; you may want. I will
I

ndeavorto

give prompt and efficient service

our patronage.

:

:

I

and trust to merit
::

::,

Four spublic spirited citizens are
wanted to become members of the
Historical Society and aid in placing
the Cole collection of relics on exhibition at the society's rooms. Four
additional members at $25 each will

COMPANY C LINED

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.

Phone

1.19

Red

MODERN

i

Santa Fe, N.M

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

.

Roswell, New Mexico.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Depart-meas "Distinruisfced listitutioa."
Army officers detailed by War Depart

at

neat

(

if) V&

Thoraafh Academic course, preparing
met tor college or bisiiess life,
reafaaooittf efei air work, lealth
lest touim if
uy MlStirr School ii
the lilos.
Located la the beaatifil
too Valley, the gardea spot of the
Wett it aa dmtJoa f I7C0 feet abort
sealereL saashme erery day, bat little
raia or snow dariag sessioa.
Fourteen Officers aid Infractors, all
fradoates from standard easten coheres
Tea

toIMhij, titmrbJy

leafed, Hfhted aad stoden
pects.
REGENTS- -

furaittei

h

a

res-

A. CAK90N

W

a BARTON,tosldeat,

J. P.

WUITL Treasirer;
W. M. ATUNS0N, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLAY.

For particulars and illustrated catalogue address. CoL JASW. WILSON,
'
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WOODMEN HELD
A MOCK TRIAL.

and other deadly weapons was taken
from the Woodmen present.
The trial proved to be a laugh all the
"Judge" Stephens Scemte Plot and
way through and every one voted it
Has All Wittnetee Disarmed
a success. After the trial was over,
in Court. .
light refreshments were served and a
social time was enjoyed by those
The Modern Woodmmen
held a
mock trial last week that had every- present.
of those taking part
thing backed off the boards as a hu- wasTheas personel
follows: Judge H. F. Stephens;
morous production.
The case was
that of the Territory, by J. W. Mayes, prosecuting attorney, Charles G. Ritattorney, M. P. Dun
prosecuting witness, versus C. L. chie; defendant's
R. V. Boyle;
deputies,
Bowlds, for attempt to dynamite the lavy; sheriff,
home of Mr. Mayes. The prosecution, E. J. Manley and Harry Franklin;
A. G. Whittier; Witnesses, J.
represented by Charles G. Ritchie, as clerk,
A. R. McCord,
Frank
the W. Bowlds,
prosecuting attorney, produced
with ) which the Keefe, C. F. Kanen, H. S. Lutz, Gus
infernal machine
"crime" was committed and produced Koch and A. E. Robinson; jury. C.
witnesses who were positive Bowlds E. Linncy, C. A. Rising," Charles Freewas the man. The defense, represent- man, V. L. Bean, A. W. Kaune, and
ed by Attorney Dunlavy, attempted to J. D. Mulligan.
"

throw suspicion on Mayes himself, alleging that be had dynamited hue own
house in order to throw the crime on
the Woodmen. Ail the witnesses did
credit to themselves, but Gus Koch,
in the character of Pete Chlnn, the
detect! ve, was easily the star of the
trial, the part being done In the usual
inimitable manner ot Koch.
Before the trial started, "Judge'
Stephens announced that he understood that there was a plot on foot
rescue the defendant by the Woodmen, and ordered the sheriff to disarm them which was done to
the
great amusement of the audience. A
choice collection. of revolvers, butcher
knives, stilettos, bolde, rolling pins
'

tr

2

ofjuk.

do it.

UP FOR REVIEW.

Considerable St. Louis capital is going, into Grant county mines. There
is little news this week from the
mines of Socorro and Lincoln counties.

MINES AND MINING

I

Mogollon.
At the Mogollon Gold and Copper
company's mine high grade ore is being sacked from the east drift of the
Application
Little Charlie tunnel.
ltas been granted for 7,000,000 feet or
lumber. A road is under construction
to the timber area and the saw mill
will be set in the heart of the forest.
The Oaks company has taken an option on another group of mines during the past week. Good progress was
made on the tunnel and road leading
to

it- -

At the Maud Mining Company a new
two compartment working shaft is be-- ,
ing sunk. The windlass used thus far
will be replaced with a steam hoist
as soon as the latter can be installed.
At the Ernestine Mining company
the cleanup for the first 10 days of
May resulted in 7,9(i0 troy ounces gold
and silver bullion, six tons ot concentrates were produced in same period. The tonnage treated last week
was 726, with 60 sacks concentrates.
Mine developments continue in good
ore in nearly all the headings.
The Treasure Mining and Reduction
company's mine is now working a
force of 35 men, pushing development
in readiness for the Increased tonnage
at the mill, which will be changed
:

Lawyer Rebuked.
In district court at Roswell, during
th trial of a bootlegger, the latter's
attorney asked that three ministers
ho had been sitting in the front row
from 35 to 60 tons daily as soon as the of the
spectators' benches be asked
necessary installation can be made. to leave from within the bar. The
Good ore is being encountered in the ministers started to
go but Chief
mine.
Justice W. H. Pope said: "Since you
The Enterprise Mining company's gentlemen are citizens and are within
main tunnel was advanced 14 feet dur- the place provided for citizens, you do
not need to leave unless you desire."
ing the wek.
At the Socorro mines a hydraulic
engineer is examining the ground up
Whitewater creek from power plant,
as a preliminary step toward the installation of pipe line.
'
AR
Sierra County.
George H. Tucker, L. Hartshorn and
FOR ALL COUGHS MID COLDS
others have located a tunnel site east
of Apache Gulch above Chloride which
For bronchitis, hoarseness and
i
to be driven to cut the Argonaut, tickling-- in the throat.
Especially
Apache, Hoosier Boy and other led- recommended for children and
The
to
teet
is
tunnel
be
ges.
1,500
delicate persons. No opiates. A
long.
medicine, not a narcotic. The '
An upright 125 horsepower, tubular
3ee Hive on the carton is the
boiler has been erected on the U. S. mark of
the genuine. Refuse
Black
in
the
Treasury
Range. The
saw mill has resumed and men will be substitutes.
Mr. Otto Paul,
Milwaukee, . Wis.,
put to work to connect the first and
says Foley's Honey and Tar is still
second levels for air, efforts will be more than the best. He write
us,
made to resume work on the Bonan- "All those that
think It ig
it
bought
za group.
Power drills and a mod- the best for coughs and colds
they
ern gasoline equipment are to be in ever had and I think it is still more
stalled.
than the best. Our baby had a bad
cold and it cured him in ene day.
If yen Went anything on earth try Please accept thanks." Sold,
by all
a Nnr Mexican Want Ad.
'
'
druggists.

j
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A BUSINESS PROPOSITION.
The commission form of government
is saving Birmingham, Alabama,
THEODORE NESPE
THE NEW MLXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
a month in salaries alone. Of
HARRY D. MOULTON
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. ST URGES,
course, it would nor save Santa Fe
and Superintendent. anything at all at present, because
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-TreasureMayor Arthur Seligman is giving his
business ability and his time to the
Entered as Second Clas Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
very work that a commission would
5anta Fe," New Mexico
look after, and the city council is
mail
$3.50
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
T)cily, six months, by
aid
its
toward
lending
giving Santa Fe
25
Daily, per week, by carrier
1.00 good returns for its tax money.
Bu
Weekly, six months
Sixty per cent of valuables lost are sto!eny burglars, sneak
.75
carrier...
by
month,
Dally, per
2.00 it will not always be thus, that the
IN- year
Weekly,
per
.65
thieves and servants. HAVE YOU BURGLARY-THEF- T
Daily, per month, by mail......
city government is so nicely balanced
.50
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
as at present, or is so free from poOaily, per year, by mall
SURANCE, Issued by Fidelity and Deposit Company of Mary- litical bickering as just now. It real'
land.
''
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
ly makes no difference whether the
r. i L
is
city
ReDemocrats
or
governed
by
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. t It is sent to publicans, for there are no
i
political
0
eyery postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation policies involved in street paving, in
street
lighting, in publicity, or in, any
amont, the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
r
nal
of the various municipal activities. As
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
a matter of fact, partisanship is harmful in local affairs.
Register or Receiver of the U. S.
Says a Denver
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
paper in speaking of commission govthe 23rd day of June, 1911.
ernment at Birmingham and the re- Claimant names as witness: Jesus
jHewett and the glowing manner in iorms u nas Drougnt about In one
A GREAT ADDRESS.
Tiburclo
FOR RENT Six roomed house, fur- Gonzales y Roybal,
which he describes that wonderful re month:
Hon. Frank B. Willis of Ada, Ohio,
nished or unfurnished. D. S. Lowitzki.
Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorleta,
of this city
at
the
doors
very
Saved
gion
the
a
$75,000
in
was
month
city
in
maiden
Congress
whose
speech
N. M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe,
and declared by scores of seasoned salaries.
devoted to statehood, should be reand N. M.
Household
FOR
SALE
to be the most wonderful
goods
travelers
Has
laid
wide
open the inspection
membered with gratitude by the peoMANUEL R. OTERO,
furnishings at 3011-- Galisteo street
His
address. portion of the United 'States should of all city affairs.
ple of New Mexico.
Call at any time.
Register.
those
of
make
Santa
Feans
ashamed
Has dropped 25 policemen.
.
i
anrt ohnnlri
1.11
l0t!0i
u,
-6T
7Z " Themselves who confess to never hav Blind tigers and all gambling closed.
:
LOST Chihuanua Dog on Satur-aNotice for Publication.
visited the cliff dwellings. Another
Fraudulent beggars run out of
recitation books so that future gener ing
U
Si.
San
Francisco
from
431
of
the
is
to
devoted
Fe
town.
itself
Santa
Interior,
night
Department
chapter
ations might remember this defender and
Coal Land.
its romance, history and sights.
Reduced by $5,000 a year the judic- Return to Anaya & Lopez and receive
U1 lUC
"
'
reward.
pue ial department
May 4, 1911,'
C()urse much js g.ven t)
He said:
'bio and Navajo Indians and the 69
Notice is hereby given that Agri-pinOnly one city attorney instead ot
if
you pages after tne tw0 hundredth pags five.
"I warn you gentlemen that
TYPEWRITERS.
Delgado de Gonzales, of Santa
'are going to tie this thing up with are devoted to Arizona. The book is Comptroller, auditor and treasnrv Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1900,
amendments you will do again what beautifully illustrated and many of th departments consolidated.
platens furnished. Ribbons and sup- made homestead entry, No.
we have been doing for fifty or sixty views al.e famniar to Santa Feans.
fof Lots 3 and 4, SW. 4 NW.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
City's annual loan of $300,000 at. fi plies.
'
and rented. Standard makes handled.
years and the result will be these The smaU and dainty volume will
Sec. 4, SE. 4 NE.
per cent placed at
cent.
per
Sec; 5,
will be kept out of the Union. ther increase the interest that has
Interest on city funds. This means All repair work and typewriters guar Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N.' M. P.
, $5,000 additional to
I want New Mexico with her splendid been 0f iate awakened in the
anteedi Santa Fe Typewriter Ex- Meridian, has filed notice of intension
the city.
her magnificent resources, to west, but especially in the School of expenses cut in the health. lWnso change.0 Phone 231.
to make Final five year Proof, to- escome into the Union and to come in American
and
its plumbing, building and street departArchaeology
tablish claim to the land above denow. I tell you the people of that muSeum, in the Cliff Dwellings and ments.
PUBLIC LAND SCRIP Scrip' will scribed, before Register' or Receiver,
territory have a magnificent history. tne gcenic Highway across the Pecos Creation of a park fcommisslnn tn pass title to government land without U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
Do not you think of them as Mexicans forest. As Dr. James says in his
r govern
all parks, instead of manaettlement, residence or cultivation. on the 6th day of July, 1911.
they are not. They never were troduction:
Title to unsurveyed land cannot be
gers of each.
Claimant names as witnesses: '
Mexicans.
They were ruled for a, ,Those wll0 hay read the mfle
Shackles have been removed from procured in any other manner. By
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
hundred years direct y from Spam
use of scrip costly, tedious and dan
to the 'different parts of our city prisoners at work.
journeys
Agustin
Montoya, Jose Ortiz y ' Pino,
Five-cen- t
with no connection with Mexico and
fare in sieht to tho. mi. gerous contests may be averted. Write all of Galisteo, N. M.
"
n
and tQ Vari(ms f
M
HilS.
then when the Mexican republic was countri
Fen
burbs.
full
today for
particulars.
ma be surprised at tUe
MANUEL R. OTERO,
was
nominal
established there
only
This has all been accomplished in dreth, 210 Fleming Bldg., Phoenix,
statement that tnls mtle journey wU,
Register.
control over the people of this tern- one month, and the commission
tQ tfae mogt wonderful
them
is Arizona.
gtu.
takg
still
tory, and remember that in 1848 I
grinding away. Birmingham is
doug and majestlc scenes on the
do not remember when it was, 1846 American cemtinent
and amongst peo. satisfied, even joyous, and the Bir- before it have done pass, a statehood
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
"X
V
Ples wnose
social cus- - mingham papers say that the first measure, but the House differs in its
uuu": aL a"'
Kear toms and llves. habits,
the Mexican war when General t7
month
has
more
s
than
fulfilled
are
religious ceremonies
action from the" many that have preny went down into that country he more strange, interesting and fasci- of advocates of the comml
MASONIC.
ceded it, in passing a measure that it
carried a sword in one hand, he car- - nntitll than tlmco nf nnv nonnla inn tho sion form of government.
Montezuma
knows cannot be passed in the Sen
Lodge
ried his commission as governor in face Qf
eartn
defeat
will
certain
No, 1, A. F. & A. M.
is
It
and
that
ate,
ms
a
mouth
the other hand, and in
AN IMPORTANT AND PROFITABLE
we
of
see
the sights
shall
"Many
statehood at this session.
Regular communipromise to the people of that terri- will be novel and
UNDERTAKING.
cation first Monday
strange. Some of
tory that they should come into this the
of each month at
places we shall visit are known The proposition to establish a tent
great American union.
to be of scenery the most grand, rue- - city and to provide transportation to
Masonic
Hall at
"The people of New Mexico are part' Eed and sublime in the exnlored world. tne Kito de los
7.30.
35 miles from
Frijoles,
of our national life. The great Civil 'jMany
the customs of the peoples Santa Fe by road, is a matter nf mufh
H. H. DORMAN,
MONEY AND METALS.
War when the men of the north and that we shall visit, and their religious importance to Santa Fe.
Master
Primarily,
22.
Standard
New
cop
ana
were
York, May
tne soutn
ngnung ceremonies, are so stranee and so en it is a business venture, that a
struggling
CHAS. E. LINNEi, Secretary.
very
and
be-firm
but quiet; Spot
as .men never struggled and fought
July
of conservative businessman who has per
tirely foreign to our conception
Bar
lead, dull 4.404.50
vuumuuicu Ui iuC wnat numan beings can do, that, did studied the situation, declares will
luio, i
Santa Fe Chapter No.
silver 53
DSl 01 tneir DIOOa tO DOin SiaeS OI,we not So fhpm with nnr nwn ovoe probably net 20
cent
a
per
year on
St. Louis, Mo., May 22. Lead
1, R. A. M. Regular
that conflict."
they would scarcely be believable. No the invested capital of $5,000. Seconconvocation second
steady $4.25. Spelter dull $5.20.
"And romance that was ever written by the darily, it will mean much for
Mr. McGuire of Oklahoma:
the upNew York, May 22. Call money 2
Monday of each month
most imaginative mind ever conceived building of Santa
war."
the
Fe, the bringing here
at Masonic Hall at
prime mercantile paper, 3
Mr. Willis: "And in the Spanish-America- such wonderful objects and strange and
the kind of people 4; Mexican
interesting
7:30 n. m.- 45; amalgamated,
dollars,
"
war, my friend from Okla peoples as we are about to see. Yet that Santa Fe would choose to have
"
JOHN H. WALKER.
120
67
Atchison,
sugar,
homa, suggests there were no braver the strangest thing of all is that all as residents all the
year around, and 113
H. P.
Great. Northern, preferred,
men who shouldered their muskets these places and peoples are to be if not
that, then for a portion of the 120; New York Central, 108
Nor- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
and marched away to that war in 1898 found in the heart of our own United year. The
Rito de los Frijoles Canon
thern Pacific, 118; Union Pacific, 184
than the boys who came from New States.",
possesses attractions that oannnt ho
Mexico. In the great Civil War I want
steel, 80
preferred, 120
Santa Fe Commander)
duplicated anywhere; it is a charming
men to remember that in the great
LARD, RIB8.
PORK,
No. 1, K. T. Regular
FOUND THE SOLUTION.
GRAIN,
summer and winter, but in sumpiace
Territorial Engineer Charles D. Mil mer,
conclave fourth MonChicago, 111., May 22. July 87
army that wore the gray and which
especially, it will offer a quiet Sept. 86
fought so magnificently, an army that ler has won a remarkable victory for
day in each month at
V
52 34.
Corn July 51
was exemplified by the splendid "18, his office by securing the consent of resting place among ideal and romanMasonic Hal at 7:39
Sept.
tic surroundings, far from the busy
000 who went charging up the hillside various claimants to the waters of the
Oats July 33
Sept. 33
p. m.
sounds of the world. In connection
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
Pork July $14.45; Sept. 8.12
yonder at Gettysburg there were men San Juan river to a compromise which with a summer
school, the Rito would
from New Mexico in that army and in will result in the immediate construc
Ribs July $7.72
Sept. W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
be irresistible to those who would
- ;
7.70.
the lines of the blue that met and re tion of extensive irrigation works. For
read or learn of it otherwise, whether
WOOL MARKET.
pulsed the charge not at Gettysburg years, the waters of the San Juan
Santa Fe Lodge ' ot
but in many other battle fields in have been tied up by a controversy they are far away or living in Santa
un22.
Mot,"
Perfection No. 1, 14th
Wool,
St. Louis,
May
the Union army there were men from which has made the empire builders Fe and nearby towns. It is wished changed. Territory and western medegree. Ancient and Acand
that
the
stock
hoped
enfor
this
in
New Mexico. They are part of our
that northwestern corner of New
cepted Scottish Rite; ' of
diums, 1517; fine mediums 1315;
national life and they ought to be a Mexico weary and they have railed terprise will find wide distribution so fine 1112.
Free Masonry meets on
as
to
interest
as
many as possible in
part of this great nation. They ought at officials and every one else because
the. third Monday of each month
LIVESTOCK.
Estimates
of this situation.
to be part of it now.
have
The claimants to the proposition.
22. Cattle Re at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
May
Omaha,
Neb.,
been made, catalogues are on hand,
"I say nothing unkind of Arizona. I the water of the stream, which is sec
4,400. Market shade lower. Na Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
which ceipts
believe the people of Arizona while ond in importance only to the Rio plans have been formulated,
cows
and Visiting Ecotish Rite Masons are cor
tive
steers,
$5.006.10;
will
be
laid
before a public meeting
western steers. dially invited to attend.
they have a constitution that may not Grande and the Pecos in New Mexico, tnis
heifers,
$3.005.75;
be entirely satisfactory to you or to knew they had a good thing but were ta evening at the offices of the San- $3.505.80; Texas steers, $3.255.15;
S. SPITZ,' 31
Fe Water and Light Company, and
me, I believe they ought to be in the tied hand and foot by conflicting
cows and heifers, $3.004.90;
Venerable' Master.
range
there
should
be
a
"
ready response from canners, $2.754.10; stockers and HENRY F. STEPHENS, 82
American Union; but there is one claims, which in reality, would not
business
to
owners.
need
and
nronertv
people
have
interfered
with
each
to
subme
seems
to
so
be
that
thing
Secretary.
feeders, $3.755.755; calves, $4.00
versive of the American principle of other. The deadlock seemed hope Thus far, Santa Fe has contributed 7.25; bulls, stags, etc., $4.005.25.
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OF SANTA FE.
THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

Capital Stock , r ,ll.; 5150.000
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit , TnmsfxU a gemral tanktae bentoeM hi all Its branches.
Loans roaney mm the most tavvraote terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sella bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Bays and sells domestic and foreiffa exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms as
are given by any money transmiting agency puMic or private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line, andaihts
to extend to them as liberal treatment ia all respects, as Is
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COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
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Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
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CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banting

Business

head of the Mexican nation.
While not directly saying so, (Jen- era! Reyes appears to Do greatly
pleased with the selection of Foreign
Minister de la Barra as provisional
president. The general expects to r
ceive further instructions from hia
government during the day.
The reference to Francisco de la
Barra, as provisional president of the
Mexican republic, probably indicates
that this was the form in which the
dispatches from de la Barra were received or is an Anticipation of the assumption of that office by de la Barra
within the next fow days, under the
terms of the peace agreement jus!

j

PERSONAL MENTION
William White, a sheep man of Lea
Vegas, is at the Palace.
U. S. Special Agent Leroy Moore
has gone ,to Clayton on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank De Thil of Lin
coln, Neb., are sightseers at the
r

Your Patr6nage Solicited

MILLINERY
Maline and Chiffon in all
pretty colors, as also a
fine line of lace ittr trimmings on Hats and Dres-

j
j

ses

::::::

Summer Dresses
FOR

:

House and Street

MISS A. MUGLER

Miss True and Miss Bryan are here
from the PaJaritoRanch in the Espan-ol- a
'
South-Eas- t
'
- '
Corner Plaza
valley.
D. Dwyer, a pool table
William
H. F. STEPHENS, Cuhier,
1. B. LAUGHLIN, President
New
salesman, from El Paso, is at the PalW.'L GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier'
IV.
ace.
signed.
ACORN BRAND
average speed which will be attained
Dr. J. B. James of Taos was a visi
'Mexico Not Overjoyed.
in the long race have varied widely,
&
tor in tne cny. looay. . tie. is ut uje
Linen Crash Suits
Mexico City.: May 22. News Of the but exoerts exuress a belief that the
Montezuma.
500
the
miles
at
will
a
winner
travel
a
the
0
peace
agreement
by
sjgning
Munsons Sun and Tubproof
5 Mrs.
Elinora Clark and Miss Clark Mexican government and the rebel j rate of about 75 miles per hour.
Of Boston, are visiting
in the city, j peace commissioners
o'clock'
$5.00
was
Gingham Dresses
at Juarez
The race will start at ten
They are stopping at the Palace.
received by the Mexican capital today j in the morning and probably the win-- j
House Dresses
$1.50
Adjutant General Brookes has gone with a remarkable absence of demon- - ner will cross the tape on his last lap
to Roswell to inspect the cadets at rtration. The feeling here was that about 5 o'clock in the afternoon.
Dressing Sacques
the New Mexico Military Institute.
while peace had been generally ac- Boiler)
Tne 0ffjcjas for the race have been
Short Silk Kimonas
Mrs. Chapman has returned from cepted as a fact ever since President cnogen
(rora an 0ver the L'nited
Long Silk Kimonas
Albuquerque and Socorro where she Diaz fixed the date of his retirement.!,,,.... m...
th
having boon nm.
went on business connected with the ihe dilatory proceedings of the lastjciaB at
many of tne other great race;
Long Crepe Kimonas
coal oil inspection department.
few days were cause of apprehension
t
.f .u.
'
BarKaki Walking Skirts
of
W.
Santa
the
-Thomas
lest the peace program might receive
Drake,
,
etc. Renting)
tartcr
Vnrk ...ji
.f v
(City Property-Ranch- es
bara Pole and Tie Company, arrived a setback and consequently to the'
Rnhertsnn. the former:
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
Saturday from Hodges and will Teturn general public me signing oi tne racing driver, will be an assistant.
j
While Rep Skirts
came
as
a
will':
there today.
night
agreement last;
sur.;A R pardington, of New York,
W. A. Hawkins of El Paso, attorney prise.
referee, while R. P. Hooper, president!
Business men at the capital showed of the American Automobile Associa-- !
for the E. P. & S. W. railroad and
former member of the legislature, is relief at the conclusion of the nego- tion is the honorary official in that
tiations. While they see a long terra capacity. Judges and oth r officials j
at tbeMontezuma.
in prospect, have been chosen from among the
Mrs. Max Frost left yesterday morn of business depression
ing for her home in Kansas City. La- - they appear to have great faith in the most prominent manufacturers andj
ter she will go to Excelsior Springs, luture.
automobile men in the middle west.
in
here
said!
la
de
August.
Minister
The method which would be em- returning
Barra,
Mexico
:
New
Foreign
Santa
Fe,
Offices 119 San Francisco St.
:
George S. Gremaer the Remington that naturally he was greatly pleased! ployed to start this event, has been;
typewriter representative in New Mex at the successful termination of the; difficult for the promoters, to decide.
management finally
ico,, arrived in the city yesterday. He peace conference which he helped to The speedway
PACE
will leave tomorrow for Taos,
inaugurate and to which he has de adopted the plan of firing daylight'
his
voted
which
250
in
the
feet
(bombs,
energies.
explode
City Attorney Hugh J. Collins and;
went al once 10 lne presiaenuai air ana give forth a dense cloud of
PROTECT YOUR EYES!
Attorney M. E. Hickey, formerly su-- 1
will
One of these will be fired
perlntendent of schools of Albuquer-- ! Palace and it is expected he
.At this season of the year the glare is unusually severe on the eyes,
Inounce the new Mexican cabinet dur-- j every minute for five minutes before
que, are at the Montezuma hotel.
as is the dust. Of course, we know that a mere inflammation of the
ua0 t.10CK ana at tDe stroke ot ten
Harry Hebdon, representing a well u's lue
eyes is not trachoma, a certain doctor of the Indian service not11 ls rumored mat rresiaeni uiaz a special starting bomD will give the
concern
known
was
in
the
must
amount
of
we
publishing
that
the
reduce
pours
light
withstanding, But
wU1 Present his resignation to the cab- - signal that will send the entire field
city today and called on Superintend--!
In through the windows and for that purpose we have some very deuraay Dut u is generally oeueveu nno one oi tne greatest races ever,
mei
ent
of
J.
E.
Instruction
Clark.
Public
sirable SILK GAUGE 50 INCH WIDE GREEN CURTAINS. Seeing
Mrs T Z Salazar of Santa Fe is vis tne aate ot hls retirement will be! known. After the start the contest-- ;
them is liking them. We also have some calsomin and paints suited
ants are signalled along the course by
24'
iting Mr. and Mrs. Endoro Cordoba at May
to decorate the home, inside and outside. Call on us and we will
18
means of colored flags, each of which
Diaz- Jr- - 11 ls
San
Mr.
p,orfirio
Juan
Salazar
county.
Aztec,
show you our furniture, too.
bears some special meaning which'
is expected to .go there in a few days. paring t0 60 abroad'
the drivers
understand.
The car3
Chief Leroy O. Moore of the
iKERS-WAGNwill be started in nine lines of five
CO.
ER
land office, with headquarters at GREATEST - AUTOMOBILE
RACE IN HISTORY. cars each, placed at intervals of 100
Santa Fe, went to Clayton,
Union
feet back of the wire.
busi-EXPERT EMBALMERS &
on
i
last
office
land
county,
week,
r
Fortv.Six Machines Entered for the
ness.
D I R E CT O R S
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Clark formerly
Speed Trial That Will Beat Rec- ords Purse of $25,000 Gold.
of Los Angeles, have arrived In Al-- j
ARE YOU A 20th CENTURY WOMAN?
A Crisp Wholesome Food
to
home
make
there.!
their
buquerque
J
Mrs. Clark was before her marriage (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
READYTOEAT
If so, you are a dainty example of
Miss Hortense McKenzie, sister of
Indianapolis, Ind., May 22. Highly
in
as
her
of
well
your
style
dressing
Mrs. C. W. Fairfield wife of the as- "tuned" and mechanically as perfect
Kookt-Ot- e
is a crisp, flaky food to De poured out of the box Into the
as the skill of the modern motor caras in other respects and never sug-- ,
sistant territorial auditor.
for breakfast without cooking, but ls much better
eaten
and
dish
even
in
the mcst inexpensive. K
Mayor and, Mrs. Arthur Seligman maker can produce, 46 of the fastest jest
foods could possibly be.
flaked
other
than
,
or "react''-K Kookt-Otreturned last night from Las Vegas racing automobiles ever assembled toiiet, tne
is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor ls more
garment.
K
and Trout Springs where they spent a are at the Indianapolis Motor Speed
delightful.
trials Let us order your clothing made up
of days. The mayor said that way awaiting the elimination
couple
All of us know that oats is the world's standard for real nourisINVESTfrom
HOME
j
If
there was a heavy snow storm Satur- next Saturday which will determine Mid your personally selected designs
Kookt-Ot- e
hmentand
represents the best form of oats that has ever
materials and made to your measand amazed those whether they are eligible to start in
at
the
day
springs,
been
produced.
Now.
MENT
at no more expense than one;
iuterue-Uonawho had not provided fur coats for the
sweepstake ure,
,
,. .,
this season of the year.
race on Memorial' Day, May 30. Every pays for catalogue garments. ImportTry a Package
J
ed gowns direct from Paris at New
7
Miss EtlieF .Church and her sister car must show speed' of 70 miles an
to
York
your measure;
prices made
Mrs. W. T. Matson and her son Fred-eiic- k hour to qualify for one ot the greatest
also one pair of 16 button French kid
Phone Black No. 52
Phone Black No. 229" Residence
Matson, arrived this morning races iu the history of the motor conwith every $25 purchase.
from Washington. They came home test sport. When, the entries to this gloves given
Misses
with
Miss
Jaffa.
Church
the
closed
were
were
event
May 1, there
& Insurance Agency.
Fe
W. H. GOEBEL, Importer
spent the summer here last year and 40 cars entered, manned by a list of
15
K
has many friends In Santa Fe. She drivers which includes every
Room 14, Catron Block.
ar.d her sister will visit Miss May
pilot in American, as well as
Church at 124 Bower Place.
XX
several who made their reputations in
Miss Julia-- Jaffa and Miss Eleanor Europe before coming to the United
Jaffa, daughters of Territorial Secre- States.
?! tary and Mrs. Nathan
Jaffa, returned
It has been nine months since the in& PURITY".
?! this morning from Washington where
itial announcement of this contest was ; "QUALITY
been
have
school.
Sec
attending
5! they
and
niaue Dyjtne promoters
each
retary Jaffa went to Las Vegas to ac
ft company the girls home and Mrs. Jaffa month has witnessed an increase of in:
met them at Lamy. The branch train terest on the part of the public as
instead of waiting for No. 10 brought weil as the manufacturer. Almost six
them up from Lamy at 10:30 this moutiis ago the first entry was made,
And save money
TO BUY AT HOME
Will enable you
when a case car, with Lewis Strang
morning.
was
as
From
the
entered.
that
driver,
Hon. and Mrs. M. C. Mechem left
SILKS, SATINS, WHITE GOODS, LACE AND EMBROIDERIES
the first of the week for Taos, where time on tne entries were sent in steadfield
until
ever
the
drawn
ily
largest
Mechem
will
over
the
Judge
preside
regular term of district court for together tor one event was announced
wnen the entries were closed. The
Judge McFle. Socorro Chieftain.
1
.. ,
UUI
InvltajiUms are out for the marriage greatest number of entries in any conof Miss Eva Hilton, daughter of Col test previous to this time was 26.
MORE BY THE PAIR, BUT LESS BY THE YEAR.
ana Mrs. A. H. Hilton of this city, and
The long race has assumed even
Get a shoe that your toes will have room in. Come see a StetMr,. Arthur L. Lewis of Springfield, greater proportions than the promotson Corn Dodger last
.
ers had anticipated when the purse of
Mags. The wedding will be solemniz,
ed, at the home of the bride at half $2a,ulM in gold was offered for tha
past eight o'clock on the evening of winners of the first ten places. A
Thursday, June 1. SocOrro Chieftain. capital prize oi $Ht,000 heaued a list
t
of nine others as follows: Second,
COMMENCEMENT!'
bFFlClAL PEACE IS DECLARED.
5,uu0; third, $a,000; fourth, $2,000;
IK
Nothing Can be More Appropriate.
nfth, $1,500; sixth, $1,000; seventh,
PLANTS, Friiit . In 3eason. bedding
Continual from Pace One.
$800; eighth, $700; ninth, $600; tenth,
Beautiful Designs of Sterling Sliver Picture Frames Colognes
In addition to this small for$500.
Sandwich
Trays Lockets Chains Silver Deposit Wire.
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partners."

The arrival of a girl at Fedora
Junction "a starving-lookingirl"
was an episode. It was more than
that. It was an event an epoch.
Gamblers,
cowboys and all others
walked down to see her. She was
greater than the president of the road
In his private car. As she stood in
the door of the depot the men gathered In single line and marched along
and each asked for a shake of the
hand and got It and a smile In the
bargain. When the last man had
passed the girl was given three
cheers and a tiger, and It was Montana Bill who stood on the platform
and said to the crowd below:
"No funny business will go here.
The kiote that tries it on gets a rope
and a limb. If I don't treat her as if
she was my sister then I want to be
the first one to swing!"
That settled the status of Miss
Gladys Shaw. When there was a far
edge to civilization
in the great
west, there were knights among the
roughest of men. No matter how
many notches their pistol butts carried, each standing for a dead man,
they were gallant men to good women. It was so until there was no
more far edge. Miss Shaw was safer
at Fedora Junction than in the
streets of New York or Chicago.
"We'll give her a week," tfcey
said at headquarters, and as a month
passed and her work gave perfect
satisfaction they wondered about it.
Every night some gambler came
down to the depot to see that no
tramps were hanging about. Every
morning some man who had a reputation for tbeing lightning on the
draw came down to walk into "the office with his hat in his hand and respectfully ask:
"Is everything all right this morn-

"How how do you mean?"
"You do the prospecting and 111
furnish the grubstake, and we will
divide as partners, if you have luck."
"Why, girl girl, you shame me!"
he cried as he rose up with the red
showing through the tan on his face.
"I don't see why. I put my capital against your geology and your
luck. A man would do the same.
What matters my sex? I'd like to
own half a big mine as well as any
man would."
It was an hour later when the male

g

took

partner

the

grubstake

THE GOOD
POINT
Br V. H. FRIED

prospector. Will you lend me $200?"
"Sure or 2,000."
"It may be months before I can
repay it."
'Take ten years take fifty. Here's
Jhc dough, and I says nothing to nobody."
The man who had signed the telegram "Gilbert" was back at the appointed time, and with hat in hand he
begged the girl's pardon for the intrusion.
"I want you to go back to the
mountains," she said.
"More iron and coal and rocks?"
"No silver or gold. They are
there, and I have faith in you. I have
so much faith that I'm
willing to go

Because she had learned telegraphy
that she might support a widowed
mother because she had applied
again and again to the R. & P: road
for a situation because the road, bad
had five different agents and operators at Fedora Junction in a year
they sent Miss Gladys Shaw to fill
the place.
A shanty hotel,
a store or two,
three gambling bells, and a country
so
that even the gamblers would not stay for long. A
shanty of a station with only two
rooms, and Miss Shaw could cook and
eat and sleep In the smaller or board
at the hotel. She chose the
former
x
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not mm a yo-u- --ce

Fifteen minutes after" he had bowed
'and departed, Montana Bill got a
telephone cal at his faro parlors, and
ten minutes later still, he entered the
depot with a revolver in his hand,
and exclaimed:
"Whar's the villain? I won't give
mm time to say his prayers!"
"It's not that," laughed Miss Shaw.
"Mr. Montana, I want to grubstake a
j

PARTNERS)

31.

and

walked out, and two days after that
he was in the foothills. Not . a letter
not a word for' ten long weeks.
Then he entered the depot again to
say:
"Partner, I have come to give an
The 'Gladys silver mine
accounting.
can be sold for $100,000 In cash.
Shall we sell or or"
"Or what?"
"Or continue the partnership and

LANDER

We had had a good day on the links,
and as I leaned back In Massinger's
luxurious new car I yawned comfortably and thought of tea.
"Wake up," said Massinger. "We're
near Victoria; home in five minutes."
He glanced at a clock. "By Jove, we've
done the journey in less "
A piercing scream cut him short,
and he drew up with a jerk. We both
Jumped out and peered through the
dusk. A crowd sprang up from nowhere.
"What the devil !'f began
Mas-singe-

Something moved on the ground
and whimpered softly; it was the little battered figure of a boy.
We leaned over him.
"I say, are you are you hurt?"
asked Massinger.
The boy suddenly wiped his sleeve
across his eyes, stumbled to his feet,
and touched his disreputable cap.
"Hullo! You, Piper?" Massinger exclaimed.
"Yes, sir; beg pardon, sir. I didn't
reckernlze the car; very sorry, sir."
He tried to shamble away In boots
naif a dozen sizes too large for him.
"But, I say.
Piper" Massinger
stopped him "if you're not hurt and
we didn't touch you, what did you er
let off that yell for?"
"Beg pardon, sir," said the boy
again, nervously. "Very sorry, sir."
"You hurted his Kitty," interposed
the shrill, reproachful voice of a little girl who was among the interested

Tirra" a ti&fif
on my arm as we got out
"don't mistake me. It doesn't do for
anyone without experience of these
people to trust to their good points.
No, no! You'd find them too sharp
for you one day. Why, even I've been
done more than once more than
once."
"You surprise me."
"In years gone by, of course," he
hastened to explain.
"Not lately naturally not
lately."
We had reached the drawing room
door, and Mrs. Massinger met us with
a finger laid waroingly on her lips.
"I hope you don't mind, Mr.
she whispered, smilingly. "Audrey has dropped asleep at last, and
the poor mite has had such a day."
We tiptoed across to the couch
where the Massinger's little girl lay
curled up.
"What's been the matter?" Massinger. asked below his breath. "She
looks as If she'd been crying." '
"Crying?" Mrs. Massinger made a
little despairing gesture. "She's been
inconsolable.
was
Poor Marigold
found dead in the garden this morning. I told Rogers to bury her, but
unfortunately Audrey came upon him
in the act, and then we had scenes.
Finally nurse hit upon an idea. She
suggested laying Marigold in the bicycle shed in the hope of an angel
passing and flying off with her."
"And did he?" I asked.
"Well, he was rather a soiled one!
The paper boy came round at last,
and we gave him Marigold to bury.''
My eyes caught Massinger's, and
their abject appeal softened my heart
But I kept him a moment in suspense
he deserved that. Then I said hypocritically, "Was Marigold a dog, Mrs.
Massinger?"
She was gently rearranging her little daughter's cushions.
"A cat," she answered, absently; "a
yellow cat" Throne and Country.

m

M

Long-worth- ,"

spectators.
. "Kitty?" echoed Massinger.
"There, sir! Be'ind 'im, sir!" A
dozen lingers pointed to a limp, yelFAULT WITH MANY PERSONS
lowish object in the road, to which
the word hurt was painfully Inade- 8ome Men Would Rather Make Money
quate. Piper's cat was dead.
for Their Families Than to
It
in
the family?"
keep
Massinger cleared his throat uncomPreserve Themselves.
No matter how many days it took
the Dartner to make nn her mind fortably. "I say, do you mean we"
"It ain't of no consequence, sir,"
The greatest fault with many perthat mine has been a family affair
sons is their inability to estimate
for some time now, and it has paid murmured Piper.
"Well, you know, I'm uncommonly
values. The best wisdom is to know
big dividends, and Montana Bill got
sorry," Massinger stammered,
what is worth while and what is not.
his $200 out of the first.
alike by Piper's humble resigA business man works away at his
nation and the eager attention of the desk while he ought to be outdoors
MIDDLE INITIAL IS PUT
crowd.
somewhere saving his life; by and by
Piper touched his cap again, and some fatal disease comes along and
Men
With Only One as his hand descended something from removes him; he worked harder to
Many Public
Name Are Given Another One
Massinger's hand passed into it.
make money for his family than to pre"Come along," whispered Massinger serve himself for his family.
by Newspapers.
a
to me, and we walked to the car. But woman knits and scrubs herselfMany
out of
A Syracuse paper, the
before we could start we became the life and sympathy of her husband
has made a discovery. It is this:
aware with relief that we were no and children. More than one man has
When the public man has no middle longer the center of interest. A big,
neglected his wife for his career, only
letter there Is an Irresistible tendency loose limbered man had lurched out to find too late that he gained the shell
upon the part of newspapers to give of an adjacent public house, at sight and lost the kernel.
him one. Thomas Carmody, the attor- of whom Piper had suddenly put down
The tendency of every Institution is
ing. Miss Shaw?"
ney general, has lived to mature years his head and tried to butt his way out to grow into the habit of overestimat"Yes, all right, thank you."
with no more name than that, but of the crowd. But that body, either ing
details, The Pharisees were so
"Can I get anything from the store throughout the last campaign he was resenting his abruptness or anticipabusy safeguarding their formalities
for you?"
called "Thomas F." very generally. ting further excitement if they could that
they could not see the vital truth
"Thanks, but I have Just tele- The "F." seemed to somebody neces- keep him, stolidly opposed theii of Jesus. Everywhere the outcry
phoned my order.'.'
sary for completeness or euphony, and weight to his.
against the truth is that of the
"Maybe you want some one hustled put In, It stuck.
"That you, ye limb?" Inquired the of Ephesus against Paul, "Ourpeople
craft
out o( town or shot ?" . .
.
so
careful a paper as the New big man, thickly.
Now,
Is in danger!",.
"Oh, no, no, no!"
"Lemme go!" urged Piper, butting
York Evening Post gives Senator WilWhen your little 6 year old girl
"If you do. Just say the word, and liam Lorimer an Initial E., which his again.
comes into your study, would it not be
It's done."
But it was too late. The big man better to lay aside your book? When
parents didn't allow him and which he
Cowboys came in from the ranches has never adopted himself. Other pa- had him by the coat collar. "What
your faithful clerk Is sick, would it not
QA mil..
"""en away, (i jesi to get a pers are doing the same. In the press you bin up to, boy?" he demanded.
be a good investment in eternal values
gooa look at that girl." They would today Senator Lorimer is as often callsaid
"Nothin',"
Piper, sullenly.
to take the time to visit him? These
come to the depot and ask about ed William E. as William, and he is
But the crowd was not to be d
trains and shipments with sober never William A. or William R. It be- frauded thus. Details were amply human values, love, kindness, friendliness, cheer, health, faith and the like,
faces, but the girl knew the real
ing somehow assumed that he must forthcoming.
are apt to be obscured by profits and
and smiled at and talked with have an Initial, there is somehow an
"Gen'leman thought 'e was dead!"
pleasure and ambition; but in our
them.
E
'Gen'leman
ran
must
over
that
be
the
cat
'is
letter.
agreement
n' killed quiet moments, or on our sick bed,
She sometimes asked questions to
A majority of our statesmen have it!"
when the soul's eyes are opened, we
draw them out as to their lonely had no middle initials. Eighteen of
"Gen'leman give 'im 'alf a crown!" see more
clearly.
lives and hardships, and there was the twenty-si- x
The drunken man looked thoughful-l- y
presidents had none, inWe have but a little while to live
never a day that she did not make cluding the four who Immediately preand with less amiability at his son.
here, and it pays to learn the higher
new friends. After three months she ceded
Taft Roosevelt,
McKinley, "Killed our cat, did 'e?" he inquired.
values and to go In for them. 'For
had her salary raised, and learned Cleveland and Harrison. Nevertheless,
said
"My cat,"
Piper, defiantly.
what shall it profit a man If he aclong afterwards that it was because the habit of middle names Is so gen"None or that, saucebox,"
recomcumulate a bushel of chaff and lose
of a petition that was sent in from eral in these days that a name looks mended his father.
the handful of grain? Dr. Frank
the town, with a threat to tear up incomplete without the initial to
"Cats what live in my house are Crane.
the rails for a mile if the Increase bridge given and surname. So when my cats, and 'alf crowns what are
was not granted.
a public man hasn't a middle name he paid for the funerals of my cats are
Triumphs of Song.
One day there came into the office Is likely to acquire one.
my 'alf crowns. Out with it."
Twas In the commercial room at a
a stranger, who was different from
was
a
There
short struggle, and Pi- hotel, and as usual, the "gentlemen of
the other strangers she had seen
Old Olive Trees.
per's spoil was transferred to his par- the road" were boasting one against
about. He had a manly face and figThere are few trees that bear edi- ent Piper shuffled away with his the other. Presently they got round
ure, and she liked his appearance and ble fruit which are good for more sleeve across his eyes.
to the subject of singing.
voice at once. She sized him up for a than a half
"Poor little beggar!" I said, as we
"Aw, now!" said one, "talking of
century, the olive-tre- e
college man. His tan his callous standing alone with its long period of started. "It's no good Interfering now, singing reminds me of my
early trihands his rough suit bespoke the usefulness to mankind. Some of these but one might make it up to him to- umphs on the concert
stage. I had a
prospector.
trees are
voice then, and could always move an
There morrow. Where does he live?"
The man asked for a telegraph are some extremely
In Syria which are known
Massinger chuckled. "Don't waste audience. I remember the time when
form, and stood at the rude desk and to be more than four hundred years too much of your pity, Longworth. I sang 'Rocked in the Cradle of the
filled it out and read it over to tear old; and not
only are they in a flour- And I don't know where he lives, nor Deep' in so realistic a manner that
ft up and do the same with a second. ishing condition,
bid fair to what his real name Is. My wife calls several of my audience were attacked
but
The third he handed to her over the bear fruit for another they
century or two. him Piper because that's the word with
railing and asked:
The Syrians have learned much about oftenest on his Hps. He brings my
"Bah," said Boaster No. 2, "that's
"Would you send it or not?"
for trees from Europeans. For- evening papers round and we occa- nothing. Why, I once sang 'The Last
caring
It was addressed to a prominent
their olive-tree- s
were not ex- sionally give him a meal or a pair of Post' with such fervor that several of
man in Boston, whose name she had merly
'
pected to produce fruit oftener than boots."
friends, seated In
my absent-minde"What do you mean about wasting front, starting licking their programs.
frequently seen in the papers. It once in three years, but with imread:
and then rusnea out to post them."
proved methods of culture they now my pity?"
"It has turned out as you said. I'm bear
each season. In
Massinger laughed
Silence then reigned supreme.
tolerant, sua failure, and have got to walk home ancientabundantly
times the olives were thrashed perior laugh.
Ideas.
unless you pay my fare. Gilbert."
from the trees with sticks; but now
"Regular little street Arab, Isnt
Holding the telegram in her
the Syrians pick them by hand, there- he? Good business, that fight."
Sensitive.
Miss Shaw looked at the voun man by preserving their trees and also im
"Good business
"Is Pllkins a lazy man?"
lor a long minute before replying:
did
miss
you
"Yes;
proving the quality of the fruit. Har
it reallv?"
"Not very lazy, but he always shudiou graduated as what?"
"Miss what?" I asked, coldly. Mas- ders when anybody
per's Weekly.
speaks of
"A geologist."
singer's air of being particularly In
motion."
"And disagreed with vour fatw
the know Is apt to Iritate one.
Different Valuations.
"He wanted me to become a broker
"Ha, ha!" Massinger was In his eleTwo Celebrities.
Some one asked the old farmer
ment as he explained. "Why, the half
cow was worth.
his
what
"George Washington won fame be"And yon came west to tn
crown
business."
.
cause he could not tell a lie."
"Wall," he answered with a knowing
"To geologize among the mountains
1 saw his father take it. It' that's
"And Baron Munchausen because he
wink, "thet depen'a on whether she's
ana
miuuu
silver." he replied, goln' to be killed by the butcher or what you mean."
could."
with a pia
laugh. "I've found about the
"Yes, yes! His father took one, and
railroW
Quick Changes.
every species of rock known to man,
is satisfied, too."
Wife Darling,. I want a new gown.
some
iron and coal. The
and
But
other?
"The
how
was I to
Husband But you had a new one
and silver haven't come my way gold
Open to Engagements.
Know youa given mm two?" I was
and
only a short time ago.
"Miss Gwendolen, they say you have constrained to remonstrate.
I'm on my knees to dad."
Wife Yes, but my friend Ellen Is
Miss Shaw laid the telegram aside won high honors in golf. Do you rep"No, no! Of course not, of course
and picked up her sewing, and she resent any ladles' athletic club or as not!" His air of smoothing me down to be married and I can't wear the
same dress as I wore at her last
naa pnea me neeaie lor Bve minutes sociation?"
was insufferable.
"8U11,
still! It
"No, "Mr. Ketchley; I am entirely
oeiore sne saia:
takes time to understand these peo"You are about twenty-fou- r
years er unattached."
ple. My experience on the
you
old. You are rugged and healthy. I
Then there was a timid, faltering know well, well! They'll bench,
lie
Of the Newest School.
take It you are a fair geologist But, question, a soft voiced answer, and the they'll cheat and they'll steal, and She Here comes Diana
and
Weybridge.
because after a season in the hills you siatns was changed.
v
without experience It's highly danger Doesn't she entirely satisfy your artts- - i
have not discovered a Golconda yon
ous to hare any dealings with them. tic sense?
are ready to cry quits. Your father.
But with it well, well, as a rule
He Dear lady, she savors too much
Can
You
Beat
It?
It appears, predicted your failure, but
they've a good point somewhere."
of
a statement. We
He
So
the
is
off
and
engagement
that doesn't appeal to your pride now. Maud and
"Indeed?" I observed, with an 'int. Impressionists see beauty
only In
Jack don't speak to each
You are willing to eat humble pie. 1 other. What
tatlon quite wasted on his pompous
Interpretations. Punch.
caused the quarrel?
wouldn't think it of you." V
She 'Twas the silliest thine. Ther complacency.
"As a ruleas a rule! Now this
The young man took a quarter of were
about theirs being a case"
dollar from his vest pocket, and of lovetalking
A Slight. Jolt.
at first sight, and then got into lad his fondness for his pet. Quite
Bore By the way, didn't I see
extending it on his palm, asked:
The
a
fierce dispute as to which had seen a good point, that what? And he's
' "How is that for a grubstake? I
grateful, too. Because I've been able you on the avenue yesterday?
the other first
didn't leave the mountains until I
to do one or two little things for him,
The Maid I'm sure you did, for "I
was down to this. One must eat up
he was quite upset that I should have remember distinctly that I didn't see
A Hit.'
been troubled; yon noticed that? Yes, you.
there, and one must have at least a
pack-horsT made a great hit at the hanouat yea, of course; quite obvious, as yon
This telegram to the old
man la the last straw. I'd rather last night. Came off with a good deal say. Still, a good point
Her Tongue Wouldn't Slip,
good point
have 'an arm chopped off than send of distinction, in fact"
Wdnt recognise the new car, you see,
vera Oh, Jack, let's stop. I don't
r
didn't
know
It"
and
when he saw me would have gone want to go any higher.
yon ever snoke at
1
Off without explaining
Ton might come In two boon banquets."
if soma one
Jack But you won't be able to say I
"I don't I was the only one than hadnt pointed out the cat. Very nice you've: been to the top.
later,' she said as she ot a call on
who absolutely declined.."
tha tMtniiTvsnt
(49-SK- T,
ffcder.
JvW. weJUieM w are.
coun-founde- d
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a
day
praising your wares. xiE BEINGS YOTJ BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRINGspeaks
YOU
BUSINESS.
-

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local
paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

BUY.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local
paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe
by the advertise-

ments in its local papers.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for
load lots.

there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.

AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it
advertises the

right goods at the right price.

THE
MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local
papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

poor.

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know

that

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that
you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that
you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

The "New

Itaica n"

goes into the
homes of Santa F e and it reaches
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YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will
say that

i

"'Vm

ad-

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that
you are selling
at
one
cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
sus?ar
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a
yard and

;
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that

1
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE.

GROCERY and BAKERY

Fresh Vegetables
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
have'a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
- OUR BAKERY

Everything first

class

6

DEPARTMENT

loaves

of

bread for 25 cents

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No.4.

The Giving of Gifts

C R O 8"8.:E 8
FOR

THE

OCCASION

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree

I

Crosses-G- old
and
Silver Plain and set with turquoisefor chains, brooches,
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS.
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.

WORTHY YOUR BEST FRIENDS

S.

SPITZ
try

6

MAY 22, 1911.

nightie and when his guests appeared
bored danced for them, putting a salad
bowl on his head. The millionaire al
so possessed original ideas on serving oysters. He had a basket of bivalves taken into the library, where
he opened them on a mahogany table
As he opened each oyster he hurled
t.nUr. n,
An.laic aucuD
uts auai me lui uauD vi lite
cestors, .wnicn adorned tna wans.
Whenever he scored a hit upon the
countenance of an ancestor in oils
Miller would pause in his bombardment to carve the initials of said ancestor on the mahogany table, calling
upon his guests to follow his example. He decorated much of his costly
furniture in this manner.
A Day for Outing
The cool, delight
ful weather made an outing
exceptionally pleasant and scores of Santa
Feans took horses, rigs or autos, to
go to the canon or elsewhere. W. H.
Morgan, successor of Williams & Rising, said today that every horse in
his stables was hired.
Makes Good Haul Willie West, one
of the well known,young fishermen in
the city, was out with hook and line
yesterday and his friends say he made
a splendid catch. Many others are
getting out their rods and the wily
trout will stand a poor show this

I

The-subj- ect

r

!

"

Headquarters For

risnitw Tackle

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

ARE YOUR HOSE INSURED?
If not

e

I

4

A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVERSALLY OBSERVED
EACH YEAR

PARTICULARLY SUITED

Dnimn tin b

y

i

MONDAY,

way although other vehicles have been Rio Grande and its tributaries. This R. F. ASPLUND MAKES
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES.
to the top this spring. On the top, decision was given in the Jastro case,
automobile while the reclamation service claims
there is a magnificent
speedway of some ten miles down to it needs all the surplus waters of the Carlsbad Ha Bigger Public School
Enrollment Than Santa Fe and
the Dalton canon and the head of the Rio Grande and all of its tributaries
Indian Creek trail. The road; to Mon- north of the Elephant Buttes for the
Employs 13 Teacher.
Santa Fe, X. M., May 22.
ument Rock is in good condition.
Engle reservoir.
The weather for Xew Mexico
The Weather The range in temper
Carlsbad, X. M., May 22. A large
is fair and cool tonight with
ature yesterday was 31 to 61 degrees LORIMER AGAIN TO BE DRILLED, and representative audience filled the
V local frost
in north portion.
and the average relative humidity for
spacious auditorium last night at the
f Continued from Face CJae.j
commencement of the Carlsbad high
Tuesday fair.
the day was 52 per cent. The lowest
uu
school. An unusually interesting proiaoL
"no
ucicm
uigui
ieilipcittl.ui3
and at 6 a. m. today it was 47 degrees. Wyoming, Nelson, Dillingham, Suth gram had been arranged
including
Strong Boxes for your jewelry and
Yesterday was clear during- the fore- erland, Brandegee and Root, all Re many numbers of instrumental music.
It ignores the question of Professor R. F. Asplund of the terrinoon and partly cloudy in the after- publicans.
papers at GOEBELS.
comSleep-'EasThe :,toulton-Espnoon. The day was much cooler than direct elections and deals entirely torial educational department delivusual, with a mean of 46 degrees, 12 with that of supervision, which is de- ered the annual address. The presipany givi'S you the secret in today's
tempera- clared to be the more important fea- dent of the school hoard D. G. Grandegrees below the normal
change of advertisement.
ture. There was a copious deposit ture of the house election resolution tham also made an excellent speech.
Call the Capital City Dairy, phone
of frost in the morning, but it was not which is now before the senate on a It is to be noted that the usual heavy
Black 188, when in need of milk and
destructive according to the weather report from the majority on the judi- essay of the graduates was wanting.
cream. Surplus always on hand.
is fair- The program, however, was to the
man. However, tender plants and ciary committee.
Corn Dodger Lasts Coine and look
ly summarized in the first exception, liking of the people who showed their
vegetables were injured.
over the shoe that will allow you to
To Espanola in Two Hours Leo in which it is contended that there is appreciation from start to finish.
forget you have feet Pflueger's.
and family yesterday made no reason why the ultimate authority
Hersch
This is the most successful year in
Mr.
The
of
infant
baby
Baptized
the trip to Espanola in an hour and of the national government over the Carlsbad . schools. Thirteen teachers
and Mrs. J. G. Howland was baptizsd
fifty minutes in their new E. M. F. time and manner of electing senators have been on duty. The enrollment
yesterday at the Cathedral. Mr. and
car. Frank Horn was chauffeur and by direct, popular vote should not con- in the high school is 85, in the gram-maMrs. Ciriaco Olivas were the sponsors.
crossed the Rio Grande with the auto. tinue to be exercised just as it always
school 350, and in the Spanish
Farm-ingtoBoard of Trade Officers The
Although the water was up to the mud has been exercised over the direct school 125, a total enrollment of 560.
board of trade has elected R.
guards no mishap occurred. A stop election of representatives by popu- The patrons of the schools are taking
W. Heflin, president; W. A. Hunter.
was made at Santa Cruz where Mr. lar votes.
keen interest in the work. This spring
vice president; Willard Belknap, sec-and Mrs. Hersch visited relatives.
they selected the best men they could
M.
W.
treasurer.
Danburg,
retary, and
School Board Meets Tonight. The ACCUSED MURDERER
find- for members of the board.
The
Twins the Limit. Wilbur S. Sim
IS ACQUITTED. members are: Dj, F. F. Doepp, one of
school board will meet tonight. Piesi
mons, an insurance agent at Eastport,
Plumbeck dent Jose D. Sena who has been seri
Grinned Hairy
Wife
The jury in district court at Roswell the best educated men in the west;
when informed by the seeks divorce at La Porte, Indiana,
Maryland,
ill for some days, was out again has
acquitted William Zumwalt indict- D. G. Grantham, an attorney of wide
nurse that it was twins, shouted: because after he had shot himself ously
this morning and will likely be able ed for murder in the second degree for erperlence, and Clarence Bell, who
"Good-bye!and has not been seen and thought he was dying, he discov to
attend the meeting tonight, t
the killing of Thomas and Edward I has much erperience in educational
since.
ered his wife bending over him' and
Fever at Las Cruces Loretto Hall at Kenna on March 26. The jury work. The corps of teachers for the
Scarlet
In the Hot Land, a great western laughing.
to
his
desire
aroused
This
Lillian Sanchez is ill with
heldthat the killing was justifiable. coming year has not been completed,
drama.
See how the young lady live and to get even and he recovered Academy
scarlet fever at the Loretto academy Alexander Zumwalt, a brother, indict- the board being anxious to have the
saves her mother. It's at the Elks.
sufficiently to bring suit for divorce.1 at Las Cruces.
been best ability in teachers for every
ed at the same time, has , not
Frost in San Juan County A drop
New Irrigation Canals Rumor says
Company F Drill Tonight Company
in temperature in San Juan county to that Tom Loftus is in Denver purs
"5
F, New Mexico National Guard jfiyll.
31 degrees nipped tender vegetables.
chasing two ditch building machines drill at the armory tonight.
Ail
A severe hail storm also caused con- for use in this county. The Aztec Ir
guardsmen are expected to turn out
siderable damage. The territorial rigation Company ditch, heading above and
make the drill a succes3.
water gauge at Aztec shows seven feet Cedar Hill, the Orchard Irrigation
Target Practice Yesterday A f'W
of water rushing down that, stream. district ditch, the Crouch Mesa pumpof the guardsmen
practiced
target
Suicide At ing project and the Hammond ExtenTwo Artists Commit
on the range and
shooting
yesterday
Philadelphia, Pa., the great heat, caus sion are new irrigation canals that some fine scores were made
by Carlos
ed two widely known artists to are expected to have work started
Vierra, Lieutenant Wiley, and PIP
commit
suicide
yesterday. Robert this spring and summer. Aztec Index, vates Small and Hill.
The guardsClyde Swassee, whose cartoons have
Feast of St. John Nepomucene To
made him famous, and Prank Cham- day the Roman Catholic church cele- men will go out again at 5: 30 a. m.
which is the largest and
next Sunday. Those who have not jet We have
berlain, aged 34 years, a magazine 11 brates the feast of St. John Nepomu
just'received a large shipment of fishing tackle
shot on the range will be requested to
re.
santa
shown
cene or St. John of Xepomuk, patron
been
ever
in
lustrator, were tha victims.
line
has
that
most complete
Was Cold May 22, 1909. G. A. Han saint of Bohemia. He was born in do so before June.
"
A FINE ASSORTMENT OF
son of this city, says that this cool 1330 and he died in 1393. The cause
weather today is just what Je found of his martyrdom is variously given. NEW COMPANY INCORPORATED.
in Santa Fe May 22, two years ago He is however, popularly believed to
(Continued From Page One)
when he came here. It was then cool have refused to betray the confessions
;
for
coats
those
who
and
of
of
wife
enough
spring
Sophia,
King Wenceslaus,
'
had not packed them away got them which he had received in his priestly had proved a severe trial to the 'ani
STEEL
mals
and
that
will
need
they
several
out.
capacity.
FISHWG
Danced in His Nightie. The will of
in Canon About fifty days of resting up hence a little vacaFishermen
tion
been
has
arranged. The game
Alexander Miller, a Brooklyn million- people were in the Santa Fe canon
aire, which gave only $12,500 to his yesterday fishing. Others went in au- warden said that many thanks are due
widow, was set aside by a jury be- tomobiles as far as the Dalton switch- the Santa Fe Railroad Company for
cause it was shown that Miller two backs and regretted that the switch-hack- s their kindness in offering every ashave not been cleared of the sistance possible in the transportation
years before his death went barefoot
to dinner parties and clad only in his few small slides that, obstruct the of the elks and in providing suitable
stock cars. The animals came from
the ranch of J. B. Dawson in Routt
county, Colorado.
W
tf&
Appeal to Supreme Court.
who
man
know
in
and
and
let
the
Come
for
And
Fishing.
necessary
The U. S. Reclamation Service and
everything
Mountain Health Resort, 22 miles from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe, the Elephant Butte Water Users' AsTRIP."
help youjick out your tackle for the big "FISHING
one and one-hamiles from depot".
sociation intend to carry up to the U.
Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for S. supreme court, if necessary to gain
their point, the recent decision of the
housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
New Mexico Board of Water Commis
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
sioners lifting the embargo of the re
'
Glorieta, N. M. clamation service on the waters of the
CO.
&

tuc nmiv

no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no. 4

S. VL

RODS
FLIES
.r. CREELS
SNELL HOOKS
LINES LEADERS

pairs Holeproof for

MEN and WOMEN

guaranteed for six months

'

For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers

;

fls

BAIT BOXES
LANDING NETS

O06

IHE H0PTQN

lf

SANTA FE HARDWARE
SUPPLY

THE BIG STORE
Banner Green Tag Sale
Still On
A

Great Bargain

Don't forget our Banner Green Tag Sale, and get your full share of all the
good clothes and best suit on earth, Hart Schaffner & Marx make.
Owing to the great amount of suits that has been sold during this sale
week, we are announcing another week; extension and give you he opportunity
to get a move on yourself and think over the pattern of suit you want, but remember it is one week only, commencing today and ending Saturday 26th.
You can't make a mistake by buying a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit because all
guaranteed wool, and first class in every respect.
Another advantage you have vvhen you wear a Hart Schaffner & Marx suit,
every tasty dresser will admire it because they are cut and made'right and the
swellest styles money can buy. Our 2 piece suits are exceptionally fine in
I
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SchafTner & Marx
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every respect.

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

Call and see for yourself.

$
$
$
$
Suits $
Suits $

37.50
32.00
30.00
27.50
25.00
22.50

Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

$
$
$
$
$
$

30.00
27.50
25.00

22.50
20.00
17.50
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